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GAMBIER OBSERVER
-“THAT THY WAY JIAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, THY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”
VOL. VI.
GEOKOE VV MYERS, PRINTER.
The STING of DEATH IS SIN.—1 Cor. xv. 56. 
By Win. Cowper, Esq.—/"Not inserted in bis works.) 
“Felix quipotu.it gerum cornoscere causas.”
Thankless for favours from on high,
Man thinks he fades too soon;
Though ’tis his privilege to die,
Would he improve the boon.
But he not wise enough to scan 
His best concerns aright,
Would gladly stretch life’s littl. span 
To ages—if he might.
To ages in a world of pain;
To ages where he goes:
Gall’d by affliction’s heavy chain,
And hopeless of repose.
Strange fondness of the human heart—
. Enamour’d of its harm ;
Strange world, that costs it so much smart—•
A»d yet has power to charm!
Whence has the world its magic power?
Why deem we death a foe?
Recoil from weary life’s best hour,
And court a longer wo ?
The cause is conscience:—conscience oft 
Iler tale of guilt renews;
Her voice is terrible, though soft—
And dread ef death ensues !
Then, anxious to be longer spared,
Man mourns his fleeting breath ;
All evil then seems light, compared 
With the approach of death.
’Tis judgment shakes!—There is the fear 
That prompts his wish to stay:
lie has incurr’d a long arrear 
And must despair to pay!
Pay!—Follow Christ, and all is paid:
His death your peace ensures—
Think on the grave where He was laid,
And calm descend to yours.
THE OBSERVER.
From the Churchman.
Thoughts on the Religious Stale of the Country1 
leith Reasons for preferring Episcopacy. By 
Rev. Calvin Colton. New York: Harper 
& Brothers, 1836.
(' Continued. J
In our last extract, Mr. Colton had stated, as 
one of the deleterious results from the mode of 
admission to Church membership practised in 
the Presbyterian and Congregational Churches, 
that it robbed the ministry of their primitive 
powers, and virtually nullified them as a sepa­
rate order. He next traces the origin of this 
change to the same propensity which led Jack, 
in the allegory of the witty Dean Swift, after 
flying in a passion with his more moderate bro­
ther,°who was quietly removing the tawdry or­
naments from Peter's coat, rudely to 6eize the 
garment, and cut and tear it to shreds, “ Be­
cause the Pope,” says Mr. Colton, “and the 
fictitious hierarchy of which he was the head, 
had assumed too much power; the Reformation 
did not indeed dissolve the Christian ministry, 
but only rescued by scarcely saving it, and lodg­
ed it in some fragments of the Reformed Church. 
If Mr. Colton, however, here means to say that 
a majority, or even any considerable portion of 
the Reformers themselves were adverse to the 
ministry, Considered as a distinct order, with 
peculiar powers derived by regular succession 
from the divine Founder of the Church, he 
does injustice, we apprehend, to the Reforma­
tion. The annihilation of the Christian ministry 
and the substitution in its place of a body in­
vested with no other rights than the fictitious 
ones conferred by the will of a congregation, 
are no legitimate offspring of the Reformation ; 
they are the fruit of a later age, and belong to 
the'Independents of the time of Oliver Crom­
well. It is to the Puritans, to the English dis­
senters, that we trace views derogatory lo the 
Christian minis try, and not to any of the Refor­
mers either in Great Britain or on the continent, 
who, although debarred by an alleged necessi­
ty from reforming with the episcopacy, ever held 
the Christian ministry in due respect as a separ­
ate and divinely constituted order.
But leaving the question of the origin of this 
state of things, we follow Mr. Colton to the de­
scription of it as it actually exists. He shows 
us that whateverdeviations there maybe in prac­
tice, the Congregational churches are yet or­
ganized on the’principle that there is no minis­
try with powers derived from the Head of the 
Church; they regard their minister as one of 
themselves; as having no peculiar rights: as set 
apart by themselves to answer their own pur­
poses; they require him in all his official acts to 
he amenable to themselves,and expect “to have 
and to hold him in their own power.”
On this Mr. Colton remarks;
“Ministers who dulyrespect their office ought 
as seems to me, gravely to consider whether it 
is suitable to submit to this requirement. It has 
always been a clear point with me, since I have 
been in the ministry, -that it is wrong, and that 
I could never comply with it. Although it 
might be said that the power here asserted by 
associations of laily over ministers is not often 
used, it is conceding too much for honesty, if 
the principle is not in fact conceded; and too 
much in any case for the safety of a minister, 
as his church in the event of an unreasonable 
opposition, would have it in their power to ruin 
him. The principle asserts and claims, in the 
mouth of the association—lie (our pastor) is 
one of us, and our equal. We can judge, de ­
pose, and excommunicate him. It is very like­
ly that this principle would not at present gener­
ally be interpreted in New-England as going to 
the extent of deposition; and that public opinion 
and the sympathy of pastors for ej»ch other, in 
connection with their influence,*Hs men, would 
rescue a brother from such a doom. But still 
I think there can scarcely be a doubt that this 
practice originated in the full recognition of a 
principle having all this scope, and that such 
may still be its legitimate results, except by the 
barring of accidents.
“Ministers—it they believe in a ministry other 
than merely influential and other than of lay 
origin—ought to take higher ground. It is due
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to themselves, to the cause, and to their Head. 
For myself, I have ever been accustomed to re­
gard the Christian ministry as a distinct part of 
the constitution of the Church—as a separate 
grade, having powers inherent in itself, which 
cannot be invaded or impaired by lay influence; 
and to consider that the act of ordination, or 
consecration, lifts the subject into this condi­
tion and invests him with its appropriate prerog­
atives. Thenceforward he is a member of his 
own body, that is, of the ministry, and amena­
ble only to them. Of course, for a lay associa­
tion to claim him as a member, and to assert 
power and control over him affecting his char­
acter and standing as a minister, is a usurpation.
I do not deny that the laity may very properly 
have an agency and an influence in bringing an 
unworthy clergyman to trial for his delinquen­
cies before the proper authority, but only that 
the ljiity cannot be his judges.”
The comparative advantages and disadvantages 
resulting from a due recognition of the peculiar 
rights and character of the ministry on the one 
hand, and a denial of them on the other, are 
forcibly stated;—
“For the present I only propound for consid­
eration the two following opposite theories ;— 
First, that if the customary organization of Pres­
byterian and Congregational Churches, holding 
control over membership and the sacraments, 
with a consideration of the usual embarrassments 
and difficulties that attend it; such as a mode 
of admission, that cannot keep out the unworthy 
even by the closest scrutiny; which excludes 
and repulses many that ought to come in; an 
organization which threatens, and often disturbs 
the peace of society, by authorizing every mem­
ber to overlook the private conduct of his neigh­
bor, in the covenant of mutual watch and care 
which always finds it difficult to maintain tran­
quility and order; which shakes the Church to 
its foundation byalmost everycase of discipline, 
and these not unfrequent, if the Church be 
numerous; which cannot get rid of a bad mem­
ber, disposed to make trouble, without in some 
instances threateningthe existence of the body, 
which always has more or less of scandal rest­
ing upon it in the eye of the world, and often 
not unjustly, and which for all these and many 
other reasons of the kind, is in the way of a 
blessing on the world around, rendering it at 
least problematical whether the evil it does is 
not greater than the good, in comparison of 
what might he accomplished, if this system 
were out of the way.
“Next, I would propose for consideration the 
other theory, that the ministry should be left 
in possession of its primitive and legitimate 
powers, viz. of dispensing the sacraments on 
their own official responsibility, that the pastor 
over any given congregation should ‘preach the 
word,’be instant,’that is, ready for all pastoral 
emergencies, ‘in season, and out of season;’ that 
he should baptize at his own di scretion, he be 
ing supposed to understand his duty in this par­
ticular, and conscientious: that he should admit 
persons to the holy communion also on his own 
discretion, having duly instructed and prepared 
them, and found them proper candidates; that it 
should be his duty to watch over the flock, ‘to 
reprove, rebuke, and exhort,’and not theirs to 
overlook each other for these purposes, except 
as certain relations in life, such as parents, mas­
ters, guardians, intimate friends;and some others 
adventitious, might warrant, and render it safe 
and hopeful of good, and that he should instruct 
all, preside over all, so far as his proper min­
isterial and pastoral functions may be consider­
ed as legitimately extending. In this way the 
members of Chiist’s body sustain their visible 
connection with him through his ministers, and 
through them alone. Ail that other factitious 
machinery, so difficult to be kept in order, so 
hard to be worked to advantage, so prolific of 
discord and scandal, so detrimental to a pastor’s 
influence and efficiency, and to a great extent 
a stumbling block to the world around, would 
be wanting. It could not be found, and con­
sequently nobody could find fault with it. It 
could do no hurt positively or negatively. And 
yet all Christians could enjoy their privileges: 
Christ's Church and its ordinances would be 
open to them; the pastor could avail himself of 
all the helps to be found among his own people 
to act under his advice and supervision,and not 
he under theirs; every mode of doing good, 
that is proper in any case, might be adopted in 
this, and every available talent among Christians 
put to use. The pastor might have his own 
adopted advisers; and consult them as he might 
feel the want of their counsel; but they should 
not be his governors. He might have a board 
to supervise and manage all needful secular 
concerns, as in other cases is provided for by 
statutes and ordinances of civil government.
“Now, set this theory down as opposed to the 
former and let any sober and enlightened man 
say. under which of the two such a ministry as 
that which is generally found in the Presbyte­
rian and Congregational connections, would be 
likely to accomplish the greatest good, under 
the same forms of worship now in use among 
them? Under which of the two would any good 
and faithful ministry be likely to do the great­
est good, other things being equal? If'the an­
swer to this question be obvious—as I think it 
must be—and obviously in favor of the second 
theory proposed, the question is settled against 
the expediency of the first. I lie first is compli­
cated, inconvenient, unnatural; it is not adapt­
ed to man as he is, nor to society as we find it; 
while the second is simple, practicable, and na­
turally works into society in all its forms. I here 
is no possible good that can be done under t le 
first, in given circumstances and by given agents 
which may not be done under the second in the 
same circumstances and by the same agents, 
and under the second the grievous and necessa­
ry evils of the first may be avoided. And with­
al a scope is still left open, and a power still re­
mains, under the latter, of extended usefulness, 
the amount of which cannot be estimated, all 
which the former for ever bars by it# inherent 
defects.
“It is proper to remember, that these two
theories are thus set forth in comparison, and
supposed to be applied, where all other things, 
which are not necessarily inherent in the pecu­
liar character of each, are equal: and it is in this 
view only that they can he properly appreciat­
ed.”
*****
The author shows by a minute reference to 
the constitution and proceeding of the leading 
religious societies in our country, that the prin­
ciple of episcopacy is virtually recognised by 
those who reject the institution. This ingen­
ious and original view cannot well be abridged 
and we have not room to insert it entire. The 
following reflections resulting from it are equal­
ly striking and correct;—
“It is a remarkable feature in the changes of 
society, that a community sometimes gets into 
a new state of the combination of its constituted 
elements before it is, as a whole, aware of it.— i 
Such eminently is the present condition of our 
country, religiously considered. It turns out 1 
that the episcopal principle is the pervading and . 
ruling element of our whole religious public at 
this moment—the announcement of which, no 
doubt, will take many by surprise. But a sin­
gle glace at facts will show that it is indeed so. 
The facts adduced in this chapter prove it, not 
to name any more. Tumour eyes which wav 
we will over the wide country—more especially 
when we look at the great anniversaries of our 
religious and benevolent institutions at Boston, 
New York, and Philadelphia—we find the entire 
religious population, including every denomin­
ation ol importance, associated and organized 
into systematic bodies, supervised and control­
led by a few individuals; and all based on the 
episcopal principle, and that in most cases in 
tiie most absolute and energetic form. There 
is now no escape from it—no treading back.— 
If episcopacy is an evil, considered as a theory 
for practical use, we have left us only the choice 
of evils—to adopt its simple and proper form; 
as in the Protestant Episcopal Church of the 
United States, which is definite, palpable and 
responsible: or go on under the supervision and 
control of these extemporaneous institutions, 
which have grown up, as it were in a night— 
which are the creatures of accident—which have 
been constantly shifting in their forms with cir­
cumstances—which are still liable to changes 
every year, and will doubtless experience them 
— the end of which no human foresight can pre­
dict—but which will be sure always to carry in 
them the element of power, naturally tending 
to the augmentation ofits energies with the pro­
gress of time.”
In the third chapter the author proceeds to 
the consideration ofthe liturgy. He shows con- 
clusivelythat there must be forms,and set forms, 
that ca tcmpoi aucuus praycis, su called, are as 
much forms as written prayers; and tells us (and 
he is probably a competent witness)tliat any who 
doubt this might be convinced by “ a peep into 
the drawers” of those ministers who are most 
“highly gifted” in prayer, that the gift was an 
acquisition, not an endowment; in short he 
says ;
“Turn which way you will we are doomed to 
a form,and a set form. Shall Isay—blessed with 
it? And the only question is, whether we shall 
have a good or a bad one: whether it shall be 
well provided, uniform, and authorized; or whe­
ther, for the sake of now and then a rich treat, 
served out to a very few, the public generally 
shall be obliged to listen either to commonplace, 
crude, undigested form, recognised by every 
body from their earliest years; or to bold and 
startling novelties; and both, perhaps, for a great 
portion, offensive to good taste in the choice of 
language? Yes, in many cases, absolutely vul­
gar, tending to excite a very uncomfortable 
state of feeling, instead of promoting edifica­
tion—becoming a mere matter of endurance on 
account of vices of this description. From 
form we cannot escape; that is settled by uni­
versal experience. The Presbyteiian, the Con- 
gregationalist, the Methodist, the Baptist, all 
have their forms—their set forms; the Scrip­
tures, if read, are a form; the hymns are a form ; 
and as it turns out, the prayers are a form. It 
is a form from beginning to end—in the order 
and in the matter—except, perhaps, as recent­
ly and to a wide extent bold attempts have been 
made to break down all order and all form by 
the habitual introduction and rapid succession 
of startling and shocking novelties. These un­
precedented innovations, instead of showing how 
good it is to be without form and without order 
are fast bringing the minds of the public to 
their senses, and convincing them, if they were 
never convinced before, that some prescribed 
order and form are indispensable, not only to 
protect us from such innovations, but for com­
fort and edification. The extravagance and 
wildness of fanaticism have overrun the coun­
try; and the danger is, that the reaction, which 
is the unavoidable result of such a morbid ex­
citement, will be a settling down of some into 
indifference toward religion; of others into dis­
respect and disgust: and of many, into infideli­
ty. Happy, indeed, if the net of the Episco ­
pal Church should catch and save them; and to 
some extent no doubt it will. All these events 
will contribute providentially more than any 
thing else (thanks to God, who can bring good 
out of evil) to show the value of such a church 
—to illustrate its purity, the correctness ofits 
doctrine, the stability secured by the happy 
combination of its elementary principles; and 
above all the benefit, the importance, the 
indispensableness of its forms and modes of wor­
ship in comparison with other.
“These unhappy occurrences will open the 
eyes of the people—of those who are noc al­
ready borne away on the torrent and lost in the 
abyss. They will see that they have been de­
ceived, innocently, perhaps, but yet deceived. 
For twenty years I myself have been deceived 
—willingly, I confess, under the influence uf 
education, habit, and my religious connection ; 
and it was these very events in connection with 
the opposite extreme of compelling religious 
belief—the one throwing order into confusion, 
and the other generating bitter and endless strife
■5?
—which opened my eyes, and brought me to a 
pause. I turned, and looked, and asked, where 
is a remedy for these evils? To oppose the wild 
career of extravagance on the one hand was 
useless ; and all the attempts to allay the bitter­
ness and asperity of strife on the other, had 
proved before the world only the putting of oil 
uponjfire. Happy for me there was—happy for 
the community, there is—a medium between 
these extremes. Providence has brought in a 
remedy—not an extemporaneous one, but one 
of long standing and thorough proof; not an 
experiment but a system, which has been the 
protection ofthe Church through ages of con­
flict and seas of trouble; which has redeemed 
her when plunged into idolatry and overwhelm­
ed with superstition; which has rescued her from 
secular hands and secular control; when kings 
and civil magistrates have taken and employed 
her institutions and her priesthood for political 
ends; and which appears at last in the Episco­
pal Church ofthe United States, untrammelled 
by political bands,conscientiously eschewing all 
such connection, aloof from the odium theoiogi- 
cum on the one hand and from the raging fires 
of fanaticism on the other—pursuing a straight­
forward, dignified, independent, harmonious 
career, respecting herself and commanding the 
respect of the world.”
We here close our extracts for the present.— 
Those which we have given are not particularly 
distinguished from other parts of the work, but 
are fair specimens of the general interest and 
merit of the whole. Our chief aim has been to 
make our readers acquainted with the book, 
supposing that an introduction to it is all that is 
wanting to induce them to procure it and read 
it. We should like "much to see the work ex­
tensively distributed: thousands would read it 
who would not read a more didactic treatise.— 
None can read it without admiring the good 
temper, the enlarged information, the shrewd 
and philosophic spirit of the writer, and few, we 
think, without acquiescing in the correctness of 
his views.
From the Baltimore Athenteum.
THE UNPROFITABLE MINISTER.
“What kind of sermon had you to-day, Lu­
cy?” said a young man, seating himself famil­
iarly beside a female friend, on a certain Sabbath 
evening.
“Oh, don’t ask me, George; it was that dry
prosing, ungainly Mr. --------- . I cannot for
my life imagine why he was ever allowed to take 
orders. He is no orator, no reasoner. His 
manner is repulsive—his tones unmusical. His 
enunciation—bad. Italways unsettlesrny nerves 
to hear him.”
“Even now I can perceive a slight unnatural 
trembling in your voice,” responded her friend 
in an affected, ironical tone.
“Oil. it's no use for you to ridicule me—you 
think of him just as I do. Did not you stay 
away last Sabbath, rather than endure the weari­
someness of his prolonged embodied dullness, 
ycleped a sermon ?”
I may have done that, Lucy, but still I do 
not feel authorized to question his commission, j 
so long as I perceive his walk and conversation 
to be in all things conformable to that of a 
Christian, especially as he professes to be an 
ambassador from God.”
“You are serious ?”
“Is it not a serious subject, Lucy ? I have 
often thoughtlessly indulged in light and ungen- ( 
erous reflections respecting this man, and have 
too often permitted unkind feelings to arise— 
simply because I stumbled at his manner, and 
took little note to the matter of his sermons.—
I heard him to-day, as well as you, and think 




“Why you have certainly grown contrary— 
and it is the first time, too.”
“Not contrary, Lucy, I have only been con- ' 
victed of an error, and am simply expressing the j 
result of that conviction. I went to church to­
day. I felt displeased when I saw Mr.---------
in the pulpit, and indulged very unkind, yes, 
ungentlemanly thoughts respecting him, when 
he arose and commenced speaking. The very 
reprehensible act of two or three young men, 
and as many ladies rising and retiring from the 
j house on the instant of his commencing to 
| preach, called back to my mind a proper train 
1 of right reflections ;—I felt that the minister be- 
j fore me was a man, possessing like sensibilities 
i with myself. I imagined that 1 was in his stead.
I heard a voice, deep-toned and awful, hut still 
I musical and sweet, sounding up from the very 
' depths of my soul, “Wo is me if I preach not 
the gospel!”—and I thought I had gone forth 
trembling and reluctantly—all weighed down 
with my weakness, and conscious of my inabil­
ity. Still I could hear that strange mysterious 
inward voice, and it said, “Wo is me if I preach 
not the gospel.” And I thought still farther, 
how 1 stood before the congregation and could 
see no fruit of my labor. How it grew thinner 
and thinner—how the people treated tne with 
unkind neglect—how some would glance cfn oc­
casional inuendo at me!—and in the weakness 
of my heart I sank down under the bare imagi­
nation. I was instantly aroused from my ab­
straction, and was well prepared to listen to 
the minister. I saw at once through a different
medium. Mr.--------- I knew to be sincere.—
There was an earnestness and devotion about 
him which I could not mistake; I wondered how 
I could have allowed myself to be prejudiced 
against him so far as to render his preaching un­
profitable. Once or twice I saw a tear in his 
eye, and a shade of natural emotion flash over 
his countenance, as he noted the inattention 
and indifference of his hearers ; but they were 
soon subdued, and he would labor more ardent­
ly than ever. He is known in his private min­
istration to be kind to the poor, tender and af­
fectionate to the sick, and full of loving kind­
ness to all. I am vely sorry for my opposition 
to him, Lucy, simply because his gifts were not 
so many and so shining ns those of some oth-
NO. 35.
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ers, and shall endeavor to be more charitable iii 
future.”
*******
It was the holy hush of the midnight hour. 
Save the heavy ticking of a large clock, there 
was no noise in the chamber, and for many mo­
ments no motion, but the monotonous swa,ring 
to and fro of its glittering pendulum. And
yet that chamber was not empty of fife__and
thought was rising there embodied in its strong- 
agony. Bent down in a posture of deep hu­
mility was the man of God, who had laboured 
with little seeming profit all day long in the 
vineyard of his Master, who had now come to 
lay his cause before Him by whom he had been 
sent. Soon a low murmur stole through the 
room, as the minister grew fervent in his de­
votions, until the faint whisper became dis­
tinct.
“Oh Lord!” and his voice trembled upon the 
name—“thy servant has labored many days, but 
yet there is no harvest. He has borne the bur­
den and heat of the day, but there is no hud, 
no promise of fruit. In what am I lacking.—1 
“the hungry sheep look up and are not led.’— 
The people are weary of thy servant and will 
not hearken. I have used persuasion, b ut it has 
been unheeded. My reproofs have been rung 
sternly in their ears, but they have been as the 
deaf adder. Oh! I am weary of profitless la­
bor. I have no sheaves for my Master. My 
flock is becoming scattered, and the spoiler has 
entered the sheep fold.”------
And his voice sunk into a low sob ; and he 
bowed his head, as if despair had shadowed his 
heart with her broad wings of darkness. Fora 
long, long time he remained as if his senses 
were locked in forgetfulness; but when he lift­
ed his head there was no trace visible of the 
strong agony that had almost mastered his ener 
gies of body and mind. A tear lingered upon 
his eyelash, but his eye was not moistened by 
weeping; and a pleasant smile unlike the smile 
on the worldling’s cheek,played oyer his coun­
tenance. “ It is enough !” he murmured, 
“enough!—shall the servant be above his mas­
ter !”
*******
Reader ! draw your own moral.
AN EVENING IN VENICE. 
rI he following is the account given by an 
American traveller, of an evening spent in the 
family ofthe British Consul at Venice. How 
gratifying is it to find such bright gleams pene­
trating even the dark glooms of Venice—the 
licentious queen of revelty and dissipation.
“The British consul has his chaplain, a sound 
evangelical ma >. This evening I drank tea 
with them all. Admiral Douglas, of the royal 
navy, was present, with his family, and some 
other company. The evening was passed in 
singing a hymn, and in reading several chap­
ters in the Bible, each one reading a verse in 
turn, and any of the company making such re­
marks as were thought proper. After reading 
the chaplain closed with prayer. There was no 
stiffness, no formality, Christian love seemed to 
prevail throughout, and spread a charm over 
the exercises of the evening such as I have not 
experienced since I have been in Italy. I felt 
that it was good tobe there, for it seemed a 
foretaste of heaven, where distinction of sect 
and nation will be unknown, and ail shall own 
but one bond of union, where all shall be one’ 
in Christ, where Christ shall be all, and in all. 
You have often heard me speak of this kind of 
religious society, which I had met in England. 
Thcreis amoral beauty and taste in such a mode 
of passing an evening, which makes all the fri­
volities of the gay world perfectly nauseous__
Those, indeed, who have not the love of Christ 
will turn way in disgust from a place and from 
company whose very atmosphere reproves them. 
Such a place, such society,forces one to think of 
eternity,and eternity is not a word to be cherished 
with delight byanyout of Christ. But when Christ 
is really loved—when we have that, evidence of 
love to him which St. John mentions; viz. “that 
we love the brethren,” then the meeting of 
Christian friends, who make his love their topic 
ol conversation, while every countenance bright­
ens with a holy joy, is heaven on earth; for this 
is the employment of eternity with clearer fa­
culties, enlarged powers, and sinless bodies.”—• 
Sailor s Magazine.
SUNDAY” SCHOOLS.
At one of the anniversaries in New7 York, 
Mr. Todd, of Northampton, Mass, said—
When a boy, Providence sent a humble, un­
ostentatious minister among us—a man who is 
now labouring in the wilderness at the west, al­
most unknown. There was a small revival un­
der his preaching—not much said or thought 
about —for only a few poor hoys and girls 
were the subjects. It was as one among many 
of similar revivals under the labours of this man. 
The subjects were poor Sabbath-school chil­
dren, but 1 can fix my eye upon them, and see 
two or three of these girls the devoted wives of 
ministers, two or three of these boys are dea­
cons of churches; two more at least, ministers 
of the Gospel, (of whom the humble individual 
before you is one.) I can point to at least eight* 
new, vigorous, prosperous churches, gathered 
by these men, and nearly a score of young men 
from these churches on the way to the ministry 
—several powerful revivals of religion, many 
New Sabbath-schools organized, and hundreds 
of new born souls who have begun to sing the 
song of Moses and the Lamb. All this can be 
traced directly to the little seed which this 
humble man of God cast by the way-side—S. 
S. Journal.
From the New Orleans Observer.
On Wednesday evening the 6th inst., the 
Rev. J. Otey, Bishop of the Episcopal church 
of lennessee, performed divine service at the 
French Evangelical church in this city. We 
are informed that the service was, as is usual 
with the Bishop, interesting and impressive.— 
Seven individuals were admitted to confirma­
tion, and r«ceiv#d the rite by the imposition of
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hands. We would gladly have 
ceremony, but were preven.etI fromten^u 
E^co":, • cburol, with
church will henceforth enjoy the label 
some devoted minister of their own denomina­
tion. ____
For the Gambier Observer1 
fashionable AMUSEMENTS.
The following thoughts upon a subject espe­
cially interesting to Christian parents, may not 
be unprofitable to some of your readers.
Mv reasons for disapproving of what are call­
ed “'fashionable amusements,” are principally 
these, viz:—
1st. Because they seem to be forbidden to 
Christians by those numerous passages of scrip­
ture which are parallel to this—“ Be not con­
formed to this world.” (See Scott’s References.) 
If there be such a sin as worldliness or worldly 
conformity, it cannot be gross vice, fraud, false­
hood, &c., tor these the world itself condemns: 
and if this sin is not to be found in the prevail­
ing pleasures or reigning amusements of the 
fashionable world, whence shall we look for it? 
To say that the amusements of the fashionable 
world, are not worldliness, appears to be con­
tradiction. But,
2ndly. Such amusements are disapproved by ' 
the great body of the pious of every denomina- > 
tion. It there be any among tbs reputedly pi- ' 
ous, who lend their countenance to them, they 
stand as exceptions to a general rule. If the 
mass of evangelical Christians were equally di­
vided in opinion, respecting the lawfulness of 
such amusements, it would cast a shade of doubt 
over them, sufficient to bring them under the 
warning, “ He that doubteth is condemned if 
he eat.” But the general opinion of those who 
are “led by the Spirit of God,” respecting any 
practice or pleasure not specified in the Scrip­
tures, ought to be considered conclusive. And 
no one, we presume, can doubt what is the ge­
neral opinion of the pious upon this subject,
We grant that in some of those amusements 
to which we refer, there is no intrinsic evil.— 
The sin or danger of them consists mainly in 
their evil tendency, or in their usual accompani­
ments and consequences. Take for example, 
the ball-room or the dancing assembly, and let 
it be asked what harm is there in them ? The 
dancing assembly, J reply, is one which tacitly 
but unanimously excludes Religion. To prove 
it, what, we ask, would bethought of a lady or 
a gentleman, who should make use of a sacred 
word or a pious phrase in the interval of a cotil­
lion ? Or if two middle-aged persons were over­
heard by the rest of the company, conversing 
on a religious subject, would not a significant 
interchange of looks among the company imme­
diately express this sentiment, “Such conversa­
tion is out of place here.” Now can a Chris­
tian consistently seek his pleasure in a place 
from which Christ and his cause are thus unani­
mously banished ? Can he consent to leave bis 
Saviour at the door? For to take him as the 
reverenced companion of his thoughts into such 
a place, would be to make himself dull and disa­
greeable to every body there.
And if it be said that the same rule would 
exclude the professor from the market, the 
court-room, the legislative hall, and various 
other places in which the same worldly spirit 
prevails—We reply, that duty or business may 
call him to the latter places; and there is a 
plain difference between going into danger or 
temptation at the call of duty or in the pursuit 
of business, and exposing ourselves to it for the 
sake of mere pleasure. Whenever duty or any 
lawful vocation calls us into danger, we may ex­
pect the grace of God to defend us ; hut when 
we wilfully enter into scenes of temptation for 
our own personal gratification, we go without 
our promised shield. We do not say that a 
Christian may never seek pleasure, or rather re­
creation; but his recreation should bo unequi­
vocally innocent, and if possible connected with 
some useful object. Christians must certainly 
have intercourse with the world, They must 
be i/i it, without being conformed to it. And 
social intercourse properly regulated, is not only 
a lawful indulgence, but a great means of use­
fulness. We would by no means proscribe all 
evening parties or social assemblies. In the 
caustic language of a pious poet—
“ To strike the medium asks some share of wit
Therefore ’tis a mark fools never hit.”
And we think we can see an essential difference 
between a ball or a dancing assembly and an 
evening party so regulated, that a sober, if not 
a Christian influence shall hear rule. But when 
“ the sound of the harp and the viol” is intro­
duced, it is the signal that animal exhilaration 
is about to take the place of cheerful, rational 
conversation.—Levity wields her sceptre over 
the throng, and the whole conversation for the 
remainder of the evening is a rapid interchange 
of common-place and frivolous speeches. A 
Christian in such a case has no alternative hut 
to stand as a statue or to throw himself into the 
giddy whirl. If he does the latter, he will be 
sure to retire with a conscience soiled with un- 
dehnable sin, and with an excited fancy, which 
will mock his attempts at prayer by bringing up 
before him the music and the gay dancers.
But how far ought Christian parents to re­
strain their children in regard to fashionable 
amusements? What is morally wrong in the 
parent, can seldom if ever he right in the child. 
And whatever tends to draw the pious soul from 
God, must have a tendency to keep the uncon­
verted soul from him, or to carry it to a still 
greater distance from him. Parents ought to 
“train up their children in the way they should 
go”—and if they do not wish them to go on in 
the ways of an irreligious world, they should 
keep them as much as possible out of its paths.
But here we shall be asked what possible harm 
T6 be !n teaching children to dance ?—.
amus^hemVelve, pen?ittin& to
be not carried\o exL?'8 e^ercis®’ Pr°v*ded it 
hour? We would an? °r b!yond a seasonable 
putting two others, viz j'w' t iese questions by 
be in teaching children to nla??? WO,UId tl,ere 
lowing them to amuse themselves ??? °r a1’ 
seasonable hour ? Or what harm w? n ,tO a 
be in letting them sip daily at the into?; 1 !ere 
bowl, provided they did not drink too much? 
The answer to these questions is obvious, and'it 
is this: we should carefully keep children fro?
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every thing which may tend to generate a relish 
for gambling or an appetite for drinking. And 
ought not Christian parents to be alike careful 
to keep them from every tiling which has a di­
rect tendency to whet their appetite and inflame 
their desires for those fashionable amusements, 
the sinfulness and danger of which we have been 
endeavoring to show ? Total abstinence from 
cards and from the use of ardent spirits, is a 
principle which few parents in this enlightened 
age fail to inculcate upon their offspring. And 
total abstinence is no less applicable to the ten­
dencies, beginnings, or first stages ol every sin­
ful or dangerous course. And how can a Chris­
tian parent hope or consistently pray, that Ins 
children may be preserved from the destructive 
current ol worldlincss and sin, when he himself 
encourages them to launch their little boats 
upon the head waters of the stream ; pleases 
himself with the grace and ease with which they 
ply their oars, and allows them to dare the fa­
tal rapids? B.
Extract from the Annual Address of 
Bishop Ives to the Convention of 
North Carolina.
In the next place, it is imperiously called for, 
that a more comfortable provision be made for 
the settlement and maintenance of the Cler­
gy- .
This I know is a delicate point, and one the 
discussion of which most gladly would I have 
avoided. But, connected as it is with the suc­
cess of the Gospel among you, and urged as it 
is bv the precepts of that Gospel, I feel that, 
under present circumstances, todecline it would 
he an abandonment of manifest and urgent du­
ty- . .
I know of nothing in a community, that can 
betoken a more alarming spirit of insensibility, 
than dissatisfaction, and complaint in support­
ing the ministrations of the Gospel. What 
m,ust he the state of that man, who thinks, that 
in the reluctant pittance he allows his minister, 
hepaysforthewords'of eternal life! Who feels 
that, in the claims of Christian charity made 
upon him, the Gospel is a burden ! Is this the 
price, dear Brethren, at which you estimate the 
knowledge of' Christ crucified? This the value 
you put upon his services, who is commissioned 
to bring you the tidings of great joy—to proclaim 
to you, that God in Christ is reconciling the world 
unto himself—to admit you into His covenant of 
love—to dispense to you the means of grace 
and the pledges of pardon and salvation—to 
guard you against delusion — to watch over you 
in temptation—to encourage you in difficulty— 
to solace you under trial—to stand by you in 
the chamber of sickness, to be to you a messen­
ger of peace at the hour of death! O remem­
ber, Chri-st has said for the encouragement of 
his ministers, and for the admonition of Ihose 
to whom they are sent,—He that despiseth you, 
despiseth me!
13ut utterly unable as you are, even were you 
to give all your time, your talents and your sub­
stance, to make the smallest return for the in­
finite blessings brought to you by the ministry 
of Jesus; yet, even in uegard to this world’s 
goods, a bestowment of four fold more than you 
now give would leave you greatly the gainers : 
— gainers in reference to the value, the security 
i and proper enjoyment of the things they pos­
sess.
i But notwithstanding this undeniable fact, that 
I you are far more deeply indebted for worldly 
1 comfort, to your clergyman than to any other 
I individual in the community, still one is some- 
, times forced to the conclusion, that the opinion 
j is entertained among you, that he is to perform 
! more labour,endure more hardships, be subject 
i to a severer scrutiny, and live upon less means, 
than any public functionary in the land ;—that 
he is to bring into your service high qualifica­
tions, to be cut off’ from all other pursuits, to 
labour for you in season and out of season, 
stand ready to listen to your call by night or by 
day, to brave for your sakes, the pestilence that 
walketh in darkness, and the sickness that dcstroy- 
eth at noon, and though his mind be overwhelm­
ed and his heart torn with anxiety, to discover 
how he is to provide even a scanty subsistence 
for himself and family.
Depend upon it, dearly beloved Brethren, 
you are not acting in this matter upon the Sa- 
j viour’s rule—are not doing unto others as you 
I would have them do unto you ! You demand of 
i us that for which you are unwilling to make ad 
’ equate provision; But ’till such provision be 
! made, your spiritual interests wiwstf / Y’Ac- 
\ workman is worthy of his meat-, and if you re- 
' fuse to give it, you cannot wonder that he 
should leave you for another and more encoura­
ging field !
i Your Bishop is prepared to make for you any 
! personal sacrifice-; but he cannot, as he would 
’ be just and kind, lie cannot encourage his bre- 
, thren of the Clergy, to take the labour of any 
: of his vacant parishes, without a reasonable as- 
I surance of their proper support. Let me en- 
j treat you, then, dear Brethren, as you would 
| secure for yourselves the comfortable Gospel of 
Christ, to provide a suitable maintenance for 
those he has sent to preach it to you.
Let me recommend to each parish, as the first 
step to this, to adopt some plan by which a per­
manent and sufficient income shall be annually 
realized to meet all parish expenses. This may 
he effected by assessments upon pews or upon 
persons, according to some ratio agreed upon 
by the congregation. The object to be attain­
ed by it, is the security of ai annual sum to 
the clergyman, not likely to be diminished so 
soon as the novelty of his performances shall 
i wear off, or his fidelity shall offend some cor 
i rupt or turbulent spirit, and for the receipt of 
which, he is in no way to depend upon the fluc­
tuations of individual disposition, hut is to look 
to the Vestry alone.
Another measure, that I beg especially to 
urge, is the providing of a suitable ‘Rectory’ or 
‘Parsonage’ in each parish. The bearing of 
this upon the permanent settlement of a Cler­
gyman,is too obvious to require argument. The 
comforts of 3 home, the attachments formed for 
improvements we make ourselves, the planting 
of a shrub, the training of a vine, the arrange­
ment of a garden, all tend to strengthen the ties, 
while they augment the pleasures, which help 
to make us content with a humble cot, and 
consequently, daily more indisposed to leave 
it.
Again. In order to gi’-e greater stability to 
Gospel ministrations among you, it will be ne­
cessary to discontinue the practice, prevailing
in many of our parishes, of making an annual 
call to a Clergyman.
This practice 1 cannot but regard as discour­
aging, not to say degrading, to the Ministerial 
office; subversive of the peace and good order 
of a congregation, and at variance with the 
whole spirit of our ecclesiastical system.
It is discouraging to the Ministerial office. It 
expresses a want of confidence in a Minister, 
which is extended to every other person in so­
ciety. There is something in it exceedingly 
mercenary and repulsive to a spiritual mind.—
It converts the high and solemn relation of Pas­
tor and People into a mere commercial bargain ; 
gives to the pastoral tie, the most important 
that can be formed on earth, the perpetuity, in 
some cases, of a three months' notice.
You say, perhaps, the practice is a matter of 
mere form. If so, it is certainly useless; but I 
clearly perceive that its being so must depend 
solely upon the temper of a congregation ; and 
here, I am convinced, that its operation is sub­
versive of peace and good order.
When it is known among a people that their 
Minister holds his situation by so slight a tenure 
as an annual agreement,every discontented spir­
it will take advantage of the circumstance, up­
on any imaginary cause of offence, to raise up 
a faction, that at the end of the year, he 
may punish the temerity of the ambassador of 
Jesus, in his daring to be faithful. Thus the 
most holy and responsible office among men— 
that of being a co-worker with God, is often 
subjected to the ‘cruel mercies' of the infidel 
and the libertine. Brethren in Christ, this ought 
not so to he.
Finally, the practice in question is directly at 
variance with the whole tenor of our ecclesias­
tical system.
The 33d and 34th Canons of the General 
Convention, providing for the settlement of dif­
ferences between Ministers aud their Congrega­
tions, and also for the dissolution of all Pastoral 
connection between them, refer the whole matter 
to the judgment of’the Bishop, with, in the first 
case, the advice ot his Presbyters. The Insti 
tution Service, too, with the 30th Canon, which 
provides for the regular induction of a Clergy 
man into a Parish, supposes that a connection is 
then formed between him and his people, which 
cannot be annulled without the concurrence of 
the ecclesiastical authority. This is as it should 
be, and is exactly analagous to the arrangement 
made for the trial of an individual holding a 
permanent secular office in our country. Such 
an individual cannot be removed without 
peaehment and adjudication by a legally con­
stituted tribunal. Besides, our Church, in all 
the pastoral exactions she makes of her Clergy, 
contemplates their permanent settlement with 
the congregations. And indeed no system of 
efforts for the benefit of such congregations 
can he entered upon, with properspirit and sat­
isfaction, where it is felt that it may be broken 
up in a single year.
Let me urge then, dear Brethren, the discon­
tinuance of the practice upon which, for your 
good, I have thought it my duty thus to ani­
madvert; and the introduction into your sev­
eral parishes, of the appropriate and edifying 
usage, prescribed by the Church, of the Insti­
tution of your Ministers. In addition to the 
effect which this would produce, In giving great­
er permanency to Gospel ministrations among 
you, it could not fail greatly to elevate in the 
view of our people, the character and solemnity 
of the pastoral connexion.
In order to secure the Institution of your re­
spective Clergymen, you have only to notify 
your Bishop, according to the provisions of the 
30th Canon of the General Convention, of 
their election as your Rectors.
As a final measure calculated to give more 
stability to the ministration of the Gospel in 
your parishes, permit me to suggest the impor­
tance of making some provision for the main­
tenance of the widows and orphans of deceas­
ed Clergy men—either by procuring “life insu­
rances,”—raising a small fund in each parish— 
or uniting in a Diocesan effort for that pur­
pose.
A measure of this kind would do much to al­
lay the anxiety of those Clergymen, who, from 
the smallness of their income, are unable to lay 
up for their families, and from a residence in a 
sickly climate are peculiarly liable to be taken 
from them.
I feel confident that my Lay Brethren will 
excuse my plainness and earnestness in pre­
senting this subject, when they are assured, that 
anxiety for their own best interests alone has 
prompted me to the duty. No complaint of 
their Clergy, let them know, has elicited these 
remarks. Their Clergy are humble, self-deny­
ing men—who have laboured hard and borne 
much privation without murmuring.
“Where is your mother, my boy?” said she.
“She is in there,” said the boy, “trying to 
take care of him.”
“Oh, come,” said Feeling, “let us go. Here 
my boy, here is some money for you to carry to 
your mother. Saying this, she tossed down 
some change by his side. The boy was wiping 
his eyes, and did not notice it. He looked up 
anxiously into Principle s face and said. „
<lI wish you would go and see my mother.
Principle advanced towards the door, and 
Feeling, afraid to stay out, or to go home alone 
followed.
They walked in. Lying upon a bed of straw 
and covered with miserable and tattered blan­
kets, was a sick man, moaning and muttering 
and snatching at the bed clothes with his fin­
gers. He was evidently not sane.
” His wife was sitting on the end of a bench, 
hv the chimney corner, with her elbows on her 
knees, and her face upon her hands. As her 
visiters entered, she looked up to them, the 
very picture of wretchedness and despaii. 
Principle was glad, but Feeling was sorry they 
had come.
Feeling began to talk to some small children, 
who were shivering over the embers upon the
MISSIONARY.
young men s EDUCATION AND 
SOCIETY.
From the third annual report it appears that the Society 
during the past year, has supported four missionaries and 
two beneficiaries, who contemplate a full course of collegi­
ate and theological studies, and has otherwise extended aid 
to the cause by means of the Domestic and Foreign Mis- 
sionary Society. The report says of the
Mission in Tennessee.—“One di the remote 
spiritual pastors supported by our Society, is in 
the Diocese of Tennessee; and we have heard 
with satisfaction of’his ministerial labors, and 
of the very cheering prospects of the Church, 
in that rapidly growing section of the Union.—. 
The Rt. Rev. Bishop Otey, having dissolved 
his connection with the church of which he was 
the rector, and looking for his support from a 
general assessment on his parishes,—with apos­
tolic zeal and diligence, now occupies the place 
of “chief missionary” in the field of episcopal 
duty assigned to him. His earnest call is for 
faithful and devoted clergymen; and, by means 
of a local seminary, it is proposed to meet this 
call, and to supply the Church’s great and ur­
gent need. By its geographical position, its 
natural resources, and its active, thriving pop­
ulation, Tennessee is no doubt destined soon to
MISSIONARY
hearth and Principle accosted the mother.—
I hey both learned soon, the true state of the at importance as a branch of our po-
case. It was a case of common misery, result- confederacy. and we devoutly trust, that
ln" was °'er vve may gee least a great part of the future 
millions of its population enjoying plentifully 
the sound faith, primitive discipline, and pure 
1 worship of our apostolic Church, in place of 
: the extravagant and unhaly deformities of false
ing from the common cause. Feeli 
whelmed with painful emotion, at witnessing 
such suffering. Principle began to think what 
could he done to relieve it, and to prevent its 
return. ijc f
Let us give her some money to send and buy )
___ J -...1____ >• Knot. 1 uoctnrn
the pledge
which our Church has virtually made to the
1 r- 1 1 uucuiiie, heresy, and schism.”
some wood, and some bread, whispered Feel-J Thg gociety has oot f0,gotten
and go away; I cannot bear to stay.”
'‘•She wants kind words and sympathy, more ; '„“u'r'''cou'mry>"ond'gi''os'the follow'-
ban food and fuel, for presen relte , satd ,• in“clli nc0 in rega,.li lo thJ
Principle, “let us sit with her a little while. i 13 . 0 .
The poor sufferer was cheered and encour- i Oneida-Indian Mission. ‘Through the zeal
aged by their presence. A little hope broke in. ; l^at venerable mother of mtsstons in our 
Her strength revived under the influence ot a ; new vv°rld, the Society in England for Propa- 
cordial more powerful than any medicated bev- ' gat*n& Gospel in Foreign Parts, the Onei- 
erage and when after half an hour, they went j das, for a century past, have had a translation 
away promising future relief, the spirits and ! of the Book of Common Prayer, with selectpor- 
strength of the wretched wife and mother had | tlons of Scripture from the gospels and the 
been a little restored. She had smoothed her , historical books, in the Mohawk tongue, which 
husband's wretched couch, and quieted her cry- 1 the common language of the Oueidas and ot 
ing children, and shut her doors, and was pre- : ^ie rest of the Six Nations, i any o t iem are 
paring to enjoy the relief when it should come. ’ baptized, and well instructed in the plan ol mer- 
In a word, she had been revived from the stu- ! cy through a Saviour s blood shedding; and not 
por of despair. As they walked away, Feeling i a few, transformed by the renewing of them 
said, it was a most heart-rending scene, and ; mlnds, are meek and humble followers of Jesus, 
that she should not forget it as long as she lived. At the present time, this tribe ot our aborigines 
Principle said nothing, hut guided their way to 1 h^ve their settlement at Duck Creek, in Michi- 
a house where they found one whomthey could f gan Territory, west of Fox River, at the south- 
employ to carry food and fuel to the cabin and ; west extremity of Green Bay. Last spring, 
take care of the sick man, while the wife and I when we communicated to the Domestic and 
her children should sleep. They then returned Foreign Missionary Society our intention to 
home. Feeling retired to rest, shuddering lest contribute to this interesting station; they cheer- 
the terrible scene should haunt her in her fully accepted our offer, but have been unable 
dreams, and saying that she would not witness i fdl recently, to obtain a missionary’s services, 
such a scene again for all the world. Principle *n fulfilment of the wish, which we expressed, 
kneeled down at her bedside with a mind at • Arrangements are now made, however; our mis­
peace. She commended the sufferers to God’s sionary, the Rev. Solomon Davis, is at his pos-t;
ing
th
care, and prayed that her Saviour would give 
her every day some such work to do for him.
Such, in a very simple case, is the difference 
between Feeling and Principle. The one obeys 
God. The other obeys her own impulses, and 
relieves misery because she cannot hear to see 
it.— [The way to do Good.J—Chr. Witness.
we have already paid his outfit and salary, 
amounting to $-325; and before the date ol our 
next anniversary we hope that many pleasing 
incidents will be communicated, which may 
serve to animate our zeal, and excite us to in­
creased exertions in behalf of this peculiarly at­
tractive field of missionary enterprise.”
The Society proposes, with the most laudable 
spirit, to DOUBLE ITS pledges, and become res­
ponsible for the support of two more beneficia­
ries, and two more missionaries, one to co-op­
erate with the missionary bishop in Indiana or 
Missouri, and the other to he sent to Africa.
From a correspondent of the Western Herald.
PRUSSIA AND GERMANY.
An anecdote of the crown prince, or heir 
apparent of the Prussian throne, which I heard 
at Halle, just before leaving that place, has
pleased me so much, and is so intimately con- The Society accordingly stands pledged, during 
nected with some conjectures indulged in my . the next year, for the sum of $2000, being an 
letter from Berlin, that I cannot hesitate to re- 1 addition of $950 to the year previous.— Church- 
late it. Goschel, the privy counsellor whom I } man.
met several times in Berlin, and again in Halle, --------------------------
is one of a committee now engaged in revising • AFFECTING INCIDENT.
the laws of Prussia, and preparing a new code.; a..i„__ c . u at 1 .. w-r, . ’ * 1 b ,• p At the meeting of the Massachusetts Mis-
lhe crown prince, a man far superior to Ins la- si Socie, ,’llden in Park.strect Church,
ther, presides in the,r meetings and directs their , „n e/enin ot ,1>st wock ,he ,(ev. Mr.
proceedings. At their first meeting said Gos- i „,.o orJSt. PetCTshurs, Russia, read the fol-
cnel, “the prince drew a Bible from his pocket 1. • „ 1 __ __ " . , ,’ , c-i. . . i c 1 za .lowing letter irom a converted heathen in Siand presented it to the Council, saying—Gen- v •, i i „ „„ i . .1 vr >‘ i r • 1 .1 . f n 11 beria, addressed to the Rev. Mr. dwan, a mis-tlemen; 1 was afraid that none of you would ' • q-i • P 1 1 • 1„ R-ui 1 t • 1 1 .1 ■ . 1 sionary. 1 here is more of real pathos in thehave a Bible, and as I wished this to be our • • i . 1 ■ 1 1 , ,* .
11 r 1 1 1 -i incidents which it records and the sentimefiUguide and counsellor, I have brought one with i,- 1 1 ,.1 „ .1 1 , . . . c ■me." Goschel, an ardent Christian, drew im. | .^ ,t breathes than belong o a stae ofciv- 
medinteiy his Greek Testament from his pock- ! u'?less lls refinement be sublimed by
et, and showed it to one of the committee, who the spirit of the Gospel.
PRINCIPLE AND FEELING.
Let us suppose that one evening, Feeling and 
Principle were walking in a road, upon the out­
skirts of a country town. They had been to 
attend an evening service in a school-house, half 
a mile from their homes. It was a cold winter 
evening and as they passed by the door of a 
small cabin with boarded windows and broken 
roof, they saw a child sitting at the door weep­
ing and sobbing bitterly.
Feeling looked anxious and concerned.
“What is the matter iny little fellow?” said 
Principle, with a pleasant countenance.
The boy sohbpd on.
“What a house,” said Feeling, “for human 
beings to live in. But I do not think any thing 
serious is the matter. Let us go on.”
“What is the matter, my boy?” said Principle 
again kindly. “Can you not tell us what is the 
matter? ’
“My father is sick,” said the boy, “and I do 
n’t know what is the matter with him.”
“Hark,” said Feeling.
They listened and heard the sounds of moan ­
ing and muttering within the house.
“Let us go on,” said Feeling, pulling upon 
Principle’s arm, “and we will send somebody to 
see what is the matter.”
“We had better go and see ourselves,” said 
Principle to her companion.
Feeling shrunk hack from the proposal, and 
Principle herself, with female timidity, paused 
a moment, from an undefined sense of dan­
ger.
“There ean be no real danger,” thought she. 
“Besides, if there is, my Saviour exposed him­
self to danger in doing good. Why should not 
I? Saviour," she wijpered, “aid and guide 
me. ’
held it up triumphantly, saying, “May it please 
your royal highness to observe, we are not so
had as you had believed us.” From that time, - - i o- xm. •, , r
the Bible has been their constant companion— ’ . / ,c ^ar Siy, H bile you and I are, by the
consulted on every point. 1 ™ercitu’ J rovidence of our Lord Jesus Christ,
Ol Germany, the writer says— , a ive and in health, 1 desire to lay one little
Religion has been so long, in most places, ' *nat^ei before you. It pleased God to give me 
banished from society; and even by the pious, '“Rely a son; and it has now pleased him to 
is considered so exclusively a matter between r®move l'ie Gnld from me. Every day I think 
God and the soul, that the idea of family pray- 1 1at one n,e!’d)er of my body has been taken 
er is strange and almost unintelligible. A gen- i to *\eaven - and tfi's thought is like a sweet sa- 
tleman ofreal piety and great intelligence, said I V.°L\n In-V iedl t' And when I think of my dear 
to me, when I mentioned the habit of praying i c.n . as °.ne ° *■.10 countless assembly who are 
together before parting prevalent among Chris-! s|n£ln« 1 Ie Piaises of C hrist in heaven, my 
tians in America—“ that the conception of such lea*t longs to go up and join them; but, aj- 
a practice was to him impossible—the very idea 1OUS 1 1 1C child, a part of myself, is separated 
of prayer excluded all sociality—and that even from me> f hope, through my Saviour’s power 
the short prayer of the church service wearied a. vnercy. one day to meet him in glory. Now, 
him. 1 sir> when my little William was horn, the neigh-
___________________ hors cam>e in, bearing to it gifts: some gave
one copeck, (about one tenth of a penny,) some 
two; in all forty copecks. When the child di­
ed, I did not know what, to do with this money ; 
but at length a thought came to me, which 
gave joy to my heart; and about this I write 
these few lines. Amongst the many letters 
which go to make up the words contained in the 
New Testament, printed for the instruction of 
heathen nations, lTonilgakshi is often repeated. 
Now, although these forty copecks may not suf­
fice to pay for more than the dot over the letter 
i in the word Tonilgakshi, I beg of you to ac­
cept of my little William’s money for that pur­
pose. Dear sir, do not refuse it. I have not 
given it over for you ; but I have given it to 
print a dot over a letter in the name of my Sa­
viour; and may this he a little memorial of my 
infant, for the benefit of my dear ftiends who 
are yet withput Christ. '
I remain your scholar,
Shagdur, the son of Kkmuah.
From the Mongol Buriat Convert Shagdnr, to the Bev. W. 
Sivan, missionary at Thodon, near Take Baikal dated Se- 
linyinsk, December 24, 1835.
COCK-CROWING IN THE EAST.
It has been often remarked, says Mr. Arun- 
dell, in illustration of Scripture, that in the eas­
tern countries the cocks crow in the night; but 
the regularity with which they keep what may 
be called the watches, has not been perhaps 
sufficiently noticed. I will, however, confine 
myself to one, and that is, between eleven and 
twelve o’clock. I have often heard the cocks 
of Smyrna crowing in full chorus at that time
and with scarcely the variation of a minute._ -
The second cocK-crowing is between one and 
two o’clock: therefore, when our Lord says, “In 
this night, before the cock crow twice,” Mark 
xiv. 30, the allusion was clearly to these sea­
sons. In fact, this was altogether so novel to 
me at my first arrival in Smyrna, that I could 
calculate the hours of the night with the utmost 
precision, by what I termed my electrometer 
as by my watch—Discoveries in Asia Minor. ’
When you desire and in earnest endeavour 
to ive ohed.entto the spiritual commandments 
of God, without winch, a course of external re- 
l.g.on isvam; you will immediately feel your 
own impotency, just as Samson did the loss of 
Phififtines — Venv Wa* *° C°mbat the
Mr. Swan adds : “I hope the foregoing letter 
will yet meet the eye of many a bereaved par­
ent, to whom it may not have occurred to pre­
sent to the Lord, in the form of an offering to 
his cause, whatever belonged to some dear de­
parted cljild ; or whatever they had destined as 
that child s portion, had the Lord been pleased
I Bill ■iMniiiBi<ii,niiiM ■»«—)—B—w—*”
to continue it to their embraces. And perhaps 
the reading of this simple effusion of a heart 
but lately emerged from the degradation of a 
heathen state, and which has found a sweet so­
lace under its bereavement in devoting the 
child’s mite to the Lord, may induce some to 
go and do likewise. Some may be able far to 
surpass this offering : some parents may present 
as having belonged to some dear departed in­
fant, what may be enough to print not merely 
the dots over a letter, but the whole of the Sa­
viour's precious name in some heathen lan­
guage; others a whole verse; others an entire 
book; others an edition of the New Testa­
ment, or of the whole Bible.”—Christian Wit­
ness.
From the Christian Witness.
PROTESTANT MISSIONS IN INDIA.
The first Protestant missionary was Barthol­
omew Ziegenbalg, who was sent to Tranquebar 
by the king of Denmark, in the early part of 
the last century. Finding himself in want of 
further protection than his own sovereign could 
afford him, he eame to England, where he was 
introduced to George I. and shortly afterwards 
returned to India, under the patronage of the 
king and of the Bishops of the English Church, 
lie was followed by other Lutheran missiona- j 
ries, among whom the Venerable Swartz must 
not be forgotten. This apostolic man command­
ed the esteem alike of every description of re­
sidents in India,—Hindoos, Mahometans, and 
Europeans. The sovereign of Tanjore, when 
dying, was anxious to make him the guardian 
of his heir, a trust which he declined. Hyder 
Ali received him as an envoy on the part of the 
English, and offered to take his word as the 
guarantee of a proposed engagement, when he 
would trust no one else. On two occasions dur­
ing war, flis character saved the garrison and ! 
people in the fort of Tanjore from perishing by j 
famine. There was grain in the country: but I 
the people refused to furnish bullocks to carry 
it, because they had formerly been defrauded of 
their pay. In this extremity the Rajah applied 
to Swartz, and that which the credit of the 
government could not command, was readily 
obtained on the promise of an humble foreigner 
destitute of property, and whose income afford- ; 
ed him only a bare subsistance. These mission- I 
aries continued to propagate Christianity with! 
considerable success, and a body of Christians, \ 
the fruits of their labors, are scattered over In­
dia south of Madras; their chief stations being 
Vepery, Tanjore, Tranquebar, Trichinopoly, 
Madura, Tinnevelly, Rammad, and Cuddalore. 
The number of these Christians it is not easy to I 
estimate; but it is both large and increasing.— j 
The amount of increase at one station, Tinne- ! 
velly, has been ascertained, and is most encour­
aging-. In 1823 the native Christians in that 
province were ®nly 4003, they now exceed 
8000. In the south of that province are two 
villages entirely Christian, and from which every 
vestige of idolatry has disappeared. Bishop 
Heber; who visited Tanjore and Trichinopoly, 
was greatly interested in the Christians whom 
he found in those provinces, and those who have 
visited Tinnevelly and other parts, have been 
impressed in the same favorable manner by the 
character of the communities which they met 
with. The Hindoo tehsildar of the district 
which contains the two Christian villages al­
ready mentioned, when questioned by the visi­
ters testified to the quiet and inoffensive charas- 
ter of the inhabitants, and said that he should 
rejoice if all around him resembled them. The 
mission which has produced such beneficial ef­
fects has been supported from its commence­
ment by the English Society for Promoting 
Christian Knowledge.
The progress of Christianity in India is not to 
be judged altogether by the actual number of 
converts. The number of these would have 
been much larger had the missionaries exercis­
ed less caution in receiving them. No tempo­
ral inducements have been offered to the pro­
fession of Christianity, and none are admitted 
to baptism until after a long probation. The 
apparent progress is thus rendered slow; but 
this is counterbalanced by the assurance that 
outward conformity is a sign of internal convic­
tion, and that those who forsake their old reli­
gion are real and not merely nominal converts. 
In the mean time, the knowledge of the great 
truths of revelation is spreading far and wide, 
and where so many hear, some will be con­
vinced.
The Church Missionary Society has, from 
its establishment, directed a large portion of its 
attention to India, and sedulously and usefully 
co-operated with the laborers whom it found al­
ready there. Its schools and stations are num­
erous, and the number of scholars in the former 
increased in 7 years from 6,581 to 12,298. A la­
dy, under the patronage of this Society, suc­
ceeded in introducing female schools, in oppos­
ition to the prejudices of natives, which led 
them to regard the instruction of females with 
dislike. The excellent and exemplary Baptist 
missionaries have done much to advance the in­
terests both of religion and learning, but the 
number of laborers is yet inadequate to the pro­
mised harvest. The worn-out superstition is 
obviously falling to pieces, to be replaced, ei­
ther by what is called the religion of nature, or 
by abetter faith, to which that may form a step­
ping stone. It is for those who take an inter­
est in the diffusion qf Christian knowledge, to 
consider whether we ought not to avail oursel­
ves of the moral movement, and give it the best 
direction; and whether the duty of extending 
the knowledge of the divine truth is not espe­
cially pressed upon us as well by the state of 
opinion and feeling in India, as by the position 
in which we stand towards the country.
[ Thornton s India.]
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Clerical Changes in Ohio.—The Rev. J. P. Bails­
man has resigned the charge of St. Peters’ Delaware, and 
accepted that of St. Philip’s, Circleville.
The Rev. Thomas Barrow, Deacon, has presented a let­
ter dimissory from the Diocese of Maryland and been re­
ceived into that of Ohio.
A PERMANENT CLERGY.
The j emarks of the Bishop of North-Carolina on our
second page, are too much in point to be restricted to the 
circulation of the Journal of his jCoavention. They ap­
ply in all dioceses, and demand the serious attention of the 
true lovers of the Gospel and its Church. We request the 
reader’s special attention to the sulked Of annual elections 
of Ministers. The laws of the Church contemplate no 
such thing—it is Utterly at war with a right estimate of the 
nature, and a due respect for the dignity of the pastoral 
office. It implies suspicion. It puts the pulpit periodi­
cally into the market, and invites an annual com­
petition. It prevents the affections of the minister from 
assuming the settled interest of a pastor in the flock of 
which he is thus only a tenant per annum. It tends to 
prevent the flock from regarding him as having the place 
and authority,an d all the affectionate relations of a shep­
herd. It gives the minister the aspect of a hireling, work­
ing for his pay, and when he has received it, as having re­
ceived the full return of his labors. Hence we hear of 
“hiring a minister.”—“We think of hiring a minister for 
the next year,” is language as common as it is offensive and 
degrading. In other words we will Aire a “ Steward of 
God," an “ Ambassador of Christ," for a year, so that if he 
should not be “a man of the right stamp”—not only pious 
and laborious and faithful, and correct in doctrine as well 
as practice ; but if he should not be as popular as we de­
sire, if he cannot pay off the debt of the Church, or draw 
in a large congregation, or if he should preach a more ele­
vated piety or institute a more rigid discipline than we like, 
we may turn him adrift at the end of the year, and Aire 
another “ Ambassador of Christ,” and try him a year. 
Thus the flock rule the shepherd. The pupils control the 
teacher. Faithfulness depends upon whether the congre­
gation like it. An unshrinking administration of the Gos­
pel and its discipline is displeasing to Mr. A. and Mr. B. 
who pay so large a part of the salary, and therefore the 
minister must be changed; or else the rest of his people will 
have to give more than they wish for his support. In such 
circumstances how difficult for a minister to say : “ It is 
required of stewards that a man be found faithful; hut with 
me it is a very small thing to he judged ol you, or of man’s 
judgment. He that judgeth me is the Lord”. They who 
love and respect their pastor, or who “esteem him highly 
in love for his work’s sake,” should be careful how they 
place his faithfulness in such a snare, or bis work in such 
bondage.
GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PRESBYTE­
RIAN CHURCH.
The proceedings of this body which have reached us in­
dicate the prevalence of a more conciliatory spirit, than has 
characterized some of the recent judicatories of that church. 
Dr. Witherspoon of South Carolina (old school) was elect- 
i ed Moderator by a small majority over Dr. Peters of New 
York. Dr. J. R. McDowell was elected stated Clerk by 
j compromise without opposition.
| The appeal of Dr. Wilson, charging Dr. Beecher with 
I unsoundness in the faith, has been withdrawn, and the dif- 
! Acuity amicably adjusted. The case of Mr. Barnes, who 
! was condemned and silenced by the Synod of Philadelphia, 
was brought up by. appeal, “In regard to his defence” says 
the Cincinnati Journal, “ both his friends and enemies 
agreed that it was kind, clear and eloquent. It convinced 
a majority of the Assembly, and even the committee ap 
pointed to defend the Synod of Philadelphia, that Mr. 
Barnes was no heretic. He spoke about seven hours, clos­
ing at the adjournment on Monday night. The next mor­
ning the committee appointed to defend the Synod, declared 
to several individuals that the explanations of Mr. Barnes 
had been satisfactory.”
At the final vote on the question Mr. B. was acquitted 
l)y a considerable majority.
The question of Slavery was exciting much apprehension 
and would be settled with great difficulty.
On motion of Dr. Miller, a Committee of thirty oil the 
state of the Church, composed of an equal number from the 
two parties in the assembly had been appointed,with a view 
to devise some way by which harmony might be restored, 
and a division of the Presbyterian Church prevented.
REVENUES OF ENGLISH BISHOPS.
We hear a great deal of outcry, echoing, per annum, 
through our whole newspaper world,against the enormous 
revenues of the English Bishops—as if they actually re­
ceived all that a radical and calumnious press in England 
chooses to rate them at—as if what they received were to 
be counted at its worth in this country ; as if it were all ca­
pable of being expended on personal indulgences; as if 
there were no great houses attached to the sees, which the 
Bishops cannot alienate, must “ keep up”—must repair— 
and yet do not need or desire; as if there were no expen - 
ses arising out of their connexion with the State, as Peers, 
which we know nothing about; as if the English Bishops 
were not the common centres for all applications for charity 
and benevolent contribution; obliged by puhlitropinion, if 
nothing else, to patronize every school, college, hospital, 
church,- every deserving enterprize for education or good­
doing; every worthy mendicant, every distressed family, 
every needy clergyman; and, in each case, to head the list 
of donations.
I Probably there is not a body of learned men, occupying 
places of high responsibility, either in England or Amer oi, 
wh o after they have answered all the calls they feel obliged 
to respond to,either upon their time, care or means, have 
less to devote to their own personal or domestic purposes, 
either in the way of present expenditure or future provi­
sion for tlieir families, than the English Bishops, with all 
their supposed enormous revenues. Could an estimate be 
made of bow much they give away in promoting religion 
and learning, and how much they leave of what they get 
from their sees, in legacy to their heirs, it would he seen 
that no class of men give so largely—none die so little en­
riched.
These remarks are suggested by the death of the late 
venerable Bishop of Durham—Dr. Van Mildert—one of 
the most accomplished scholars and learned divines of the 
age, as remarkable for bis simplicity of character and love 
of a plain, retiring mode of life, as for the high reputation 
in which he was held for all the virtues of a Christian. 
No Bishop has been the mark for more of the abuse of the 
press than this excellent man; merely because of the sup­
posed revenues of his see. His income has always been 
rated in our papers at £70,000 per annum. His highest 
receipts per annum were £17,000.—Enormous ! Equal to 
about $75,000.— Festina lente. In the expences of Dur­
ham, as compared with those of this country, the pound is 
about a dollar—in other words he could live on $17,000 
here as easily as upon £17,000 in Durham. Very well, he 
had an income then of $17,000, say $20,000. What 
a sum for a Bishop ! But remember his see was saddled 
with two great houses, which, as Bishop and as Head of 
the Principality of Durham, he must keep up. One of 
these was the Castle of Durham, a great baronial pile, in 
which the Bishop never lived,and into which he never enter­
ed but to entertain the judges of the court at the assizes, 
once a year. But it must be kept up nevertheless. How 
much such an expense must have reduced the income every 
year, we know not. The year before last the applications 
to the Bishop for money to needy persons, or purposes, 
were, by letter, 1009, and how many in other ways is not 
known ,Lastyearhesent£500 in one donation to St. David’s
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College in Wales.—This was only an unsolicited specimen 
of his habit in such things. His manner of life, in respect 
to personal and family expenses, was very plain and frugal. 
After all hissupposeod pulence,bis wife is now left with no­
thing tojnaintain her but a life annuity—in other words, she 
has about what she would have had if her husband had never 
been Bishop of Durham, because, like others, his brethren, 
he felt conscientiously bound to spend the revenues of his 
see upon objects beyond himself and his family.
When the present Archbishop of Canterbury was Bishop 
of London, he reduced his own income to a stinted allow­
ance, considering his circumstances, that he might rebuild 
Fulham, the residence, from time immemorial, of the Bi­
shops of London; and then nearly in ruins. He did re­
build it, and resigned its comforts to his successor. 
As soon as he became Archbishop, he did the same with 
the revenue of his Primacy, and rebuilt Lambeth, House 
making it almost entirely new ; and he remains now,as he 
will he for a long time to come, obliged to a rigid economy 
for the sake of defraying the cost.
The see of’ London is one of the wealthiest. The pre­
sent incumbent was poor when he took it. He is known 
to be no richer now—and yet every year he alienates a por­
tion of the revenues of the diocese for the purpose of in­
creasing the livings of some of his clergy.
Such are the men who are periodically reviled in our 
newspapers, and hr Id up for public execration by every 
witling of an editor, as rolling in ill-got opulence, and 
pampered in a selfish and extravagant luxury—as living 
upon the earnings of the people, when they get not one 
cent from people or government—but all from property be­
longing to their sees, as strictly as lands belong to any of 
our colleges—as living unto themselves, when in the spend­
ing of time, money and care, few can be found who live 
more entirely for, and at the will, and none, we m»y add, 
more under the daily calumny, of, the community.
Is nothing to be feared, for the cause of sober self-de­
nying, heavenly-minded piety, for the cause of plain, old- 
fashioned, scriptural doctrine, for the cause of order versus 
whim, of wisdom versus novices, of instruction versus rant; 
of sound knowledge versus empty pretence, of all that is good 
in the “old paths” versus all that is evil in “new measures” 
and “new lights” and “new schools,” in that prevailing and 
growing feature of the times as described in the following 
well-timed article from the Gospel Messenger.
“men of the right stamp”
Is an expression rung through our ears in all societies, 
and meets our eyes in all our periodicals. And what is its 
meaning? Once it was supposed, when applied to minis­
ters of the gospel, to describe men of ardent piety, and 
much devoted to the duties of their profession—-men 
whoseexperienee and established reputation had given them 
a bold and firm position in the Church of God. Such, we 
might reasonably expect, would know how to instruct the 
ignorant, and to win souls, and io advance the interests 
of society. But, alas! in the great whirl of public excite­
ment, (falsely called “the march of improvement,”) taste 
has taken quite another turn. Men who are past forty, 
and have spent twenty years in labor, are too antiquated, 
are not “men of the right stamp.” The smooth and care­
less brow of the young student has fled. Thehigh wrought 
countenance of ardent anticipation has given place to ex­
pressions made by real life. The artificial polish of school 
drilling has yielded to the dictates of nature, and the con­
tiguities of social life. He is now only a plain matter of 
fact man; Whatever he was twenty years ago, he is now 
no longer a “ man of the right stamp.” Although there 
remains the inflexible moralist, the firm Christian, the ripe 
scholar, the sound divine, the faithful pastor, he is not 
deemed a fit man to he elected the minister of any, even 
the most obscure parish. Ask, why? Why! we want “men 
of the right stamp.” We want a man of splendid talents; 
we want a man who will attract attention, and draw a great 
congregation, and bring tl>o young loILrc from Other SO- 
cieties. If we had such a man now, in our village, we 
could carryall before us. If we cannot have such a man 
it is not worth while to try to do any thing.
Now apply these criticisms to other professions, and 
what will be the effect? Say, we will have no lawyers or 
doctors, but “men of the right stamp.” We will give en­
couragement to none hut “men of splendid talents,” and 
that will draw people and business to our village; and what 
a change would it produce in the community? Would 
not many of these very fault-finders themselves he put upon 
the move, crossing each other’s tracks like ants upon their 
sandhill? And yet to such uncertainties, and to the tender 
mercies of such men, are left the situations of our Clergy, 
especially those whose long and faithful services have anti­
quated them. Is there no remedy for this evil? I wish 
some of our wise heads would suggest one. U. A.
BISHOP McILVAINE’S VISITATION.
Bishop Mcllvaine expects, with divine permission, to 
resume the visitation, recently interrupted, according to the 
following order ;—■
June 23d. Grace Church, Sandusky.
24th, P. M., Trinity Parish, Eytne.
25th and 26th, St. Paul’s, Norwalk.
28th, St. Stephen’s, Grafton.
29th, Union Parish, Liverpool.
30th, St. Philip’s, Strongsville.
July 2nd and 3d, Trinity Church, Cleveland.
5th, Bethel Church, Boston.
6th, Hudson.
7th, Christ Church, Franklin.
8th, St. Paul’s, Akron.
10th, St. John’s, Stow.
12th and 13th, St Paul’s Medina, and St. Jude’s, 
Montville.
For the Gambier Observer. 
ASSESSMENTS OF THE PARISHES.
The attention of the several Episcopal Churches in this 
Diocese is respectfully asked to the following brief state­
ment in relation to its pecuniary concerns.
In consequence of the insufficiency of the assessment on 
the several parishes for 1834-5. laid by the Convention as­
sembled in Sept, of ’34 at Chilicothe, to meet the current 
expenses of the Diocese, the last Convention at Cincinnati 
laid an assessment of double the amount of the precedin g 
one, upon each of the parishes. This it was believed, if 
paid either during the sittin g of the Convention or as soon 
after as might be convenient, would he sufficient to dis­
charge all arrearages and meet the current expenses. From 
the annexed list it will he seen that only a few parishes 
have yet paid the assessment for 1835-6, and that several 
are still indebted to the Convention for the assessment of 
1834-5; consequently the receipts into the Treasury have 
thus far been wholly inadequate to cancel the claims against 
the Diocese. All the printing for the last Convention and 
much of that for the preceding Convention remain unpaid. 
As it is exceedingly desirable that the pecu niary obligations 
of the Church should he discharged previous to the meet­
ing of the next Convention, the Treasurer takes this meth­
od of requesting the several parishes which have not already 
paid, to forward to him as soon as practicable the amount 
due from them respectively.
JOSEPH MUENSCHER.
Gambier, June 14, 1836. Treasurer of Convention.
Assessment due for 1834-5. 1835-6.
Trinity Church, Columbus, — 10,00
St. James’, Zanesville, — 8,00
St. Paul’s, Chilicothe, — 10,00
St. Peter's, Ashtabula, ___ 8,00
St. James’, Boardman, — 4,00
Christ Church, Windsor, 1,50, 3,00
AU Saints’, Portsmouth, — 4.00
St. Thomas’, St. Clairsville, ___ 2,00
St. Mark’s, Mill Creek, 1,50, 3,00
St. Matthew’s, Perry,
St. John s, Liverpool, 
Christ Church, Cincinnati, 
St. Paul’s, Cincinnati,





St. Peter’s, Morristown, 
Grace Church, Berkshire 
St. Peter’s, Grafton,
St. Matthew’s, Hamilton, 
St. Peter’s, Circleville,
St. John’s, Troy,
St. Luke’s, Granville, 
Trinity Church, Newark, 
St. Luke’s, Marietta, 
Trinity Church, Cleveland, 
St. Paul’s, Mt. Vernon, 







-- . - 12,00
____ 12,00
__ 8,00


















fJYHE Subscriber as Agent for Kenyon College, is au- 
8 thorized to lease an eligible lot in Gambier free of rent 
for a termof years to any suitable person, who will imme­
diately erect thereon, a commodious Temperance Hotel. 
For further particulars application must be made to the
subscriber. M. T. C. WING.
Gambier, June 1, 1836.
Female Seminary.
A SEMINARY for Young Ladies will be opened in Mount Vernon, under two competent female in­
structors, on the first Monday in June. The course of stu­
dies will embrace the branches usually taught in common 
schools, such as Reading, Writing, Arithmetic, Grammar 
and Geography. Also Chemistry, Botany, Natural and 
Moral Philosophy, Geometry, Music on the Piano, Paint­
ing and Drawing.
Information respecting tuition, hoard, &c. may he ob­
tained by applying to REV. A. B. HARD.
Mt. Nernon, O. May 25.
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
The Rev. G. W. Cole, lately officiating at Westchester, 
in this state, (Pennsylvania,) has accepted a cal! to Tecum­
seh, Michigan Ter. Mr. Cole has removed to Michigan, 
and states that the Church in that region is suffering much 
for want of ministers. It is an important field, and we 
trust will he supplied with faithful and efficient laborers.— 
Episcopal Fee.
Bishop Chase__ It is stated in the London Record, |
that Bishop Chase intended returning from England about : 
the end of April. He acknowledges in that paper the re­
ceipt of £1,750, (upwards of $8000,) for his intended I 
Seminary in Illinois. Besides tiiis, it has been announced [ 
that several gentlemen intend to aid him in his enterprise, I 
by the purchase of lands from which it will derive advan- I 
tage. _ _ j
Since the above was written, we have received intelli- ■ 
gcnce of the return of Bishop Chase to this country. He ) 
has made a brief visit to our city during the present week, 1
and returned again to New-York on his way to Illinois__ I
We wish him much success in his plans for its welfare.— ( 
Episcopal Recorder.
From the Philadelphia Gazette. j
Christ Church.— Among the good things, the Quaker­
ism, the staidness, &c. which we associate witli our thoughts 
of Philadelphia, we generally find Christ Church and its 
hells, and its venerable rector, bishop White, very much in 
the foreground. To he within “the sound of the bells of 
Christ Church,” is often an expression used by the Phila­
delphian to mean that lie is in the very heart of his home. 
In New York, we understand, the good citizens became 
tired of the chime in Trinity Church. Very different 
here :—our chime still greets the ear, and there would be 
many a complaint if its music were stopped. The peal, as 
is well known, consists of eight bells; hut for some months 
six only have been in use. The largest, or tenor hell, on 
one occasion of a ringing, became slightly loosened from 
its fixture, and was cracked. We understand that the of­
ficers of the Church not being able to have it recast here 
so as to insure a perfect chord with the others, upon in­
quiry in England, learned that Mr. Thomas Mears, of 
London, would engage to recast it with the insurance of 
the proper tone. It must he necessary to do this frequent­
ly iu England, where chimes of bells are so numerous, and 
some perfection in the art of replacing one of a set has 
been attained.
Accordingly the broken hell and one of its mates, tlic 
treble, to be a guide in the tone, &c. were sent to Mr. 
M ears. He has returned them and has more than redeem- I 
ed his engagement in the new bell. It is superior to the 
old one in shape and in the loudness and music of its 
sound, and the chord also is more perfect. It is a remark­
able fact, which shows the permanency of business concerns 
in England, that Mr. Mears owns the very foundry at 
which these bells were originally cast. The following was 
the inscription on the broken bell :—“ Thomas Lester and 
I Thomas Tack of London, made us all for Christ Church, 
Philadelphia, 1754.” On the new bell is the following:— 
“ Christ Chureh, Philadelphia. This Bell and the rest of 
the peal, we re cast by Lester and Pack, of the White Chapel 
Bell Foundry, London, 1754. Recast at the same Foundry 
by Thomas Mears, 1835.”—This hell, the largest, weighs 
20 cwt.
It is very gratifying to learn what interest and kind feel­
ing were manifested to this city and to the venerable 
Church by the voluntary aid of Messrs. Harrold & Sons, 
of Birmingham, and Messrs. T. & J. T. Thor'nly, of Li­
verpool, not only in the trouble of correspondence, and of 
icceiving and forwarding without any compensation what­
ever, hut also in making application to the British govern­
ment to allow the import and export of the bells free of 
duty; and it is no less pleasing to say that their request 
was promptly granted. An application has been made to 
our own government also, to remit the duties of import, 
which we trust will he favorably met.
There is expected to he ready for the Church when the 
repairs are finished, a new organ, from the manufactory of 
Erhen, New-York,which is intended to be of the first class 
of organs in this country.
Our city has greatly increased and is increasing very fast, 
and the building of new churches and adding to the accom­
modations of the old ones, are evidences that there is a de­
sire on the part of our religious societies to furnish to our 
multiplying population, the all important privileges of pub­
lic worship, and to offer the right inducements to the 
thoughtless to a proper spending of the holy day of rest..
Church Building Society-.—This Society held its an­
niversary meeting at St. Thomas’ Church, on Monday the 
8th ult. The object of this Society is to raise a fund of 
$25,000, to be paid in annual instalments or otherwise, at 
the convenience of donors. The fund is to be under the 
direction of an executive committe, to be loaned to rising 
congregations in the West for the sole purpose of aiding 
them in the erection of Churches. The loan in no case to 
exceed $500, and to be advanced on condition that the con­
gregation shall raise an equal sum or as much more as shall 
be sufficient for erecting the Church. In all cases, securi­
ty will be exacted, and the whole amount is to be refunded 
to the Society in a given time, the first instalment on the 
debt to be paid at the end of two years from the time of the 
loan.
We consider the object of this Society as one of great 
importance, and are sorry to say that its anniversary meet­
ing was not well attended. Had we been apprized of the 
meeting, we should have done what we could to excite an 
interest in its favor. One of the advantages of the Socie­
ty will be to prevent many of the applications which are 
made to our citizens individually for assistance in building 
Churches. These are already numerous, and will be like 
ly to increase ; and it is highly desirable that a systematic 
arrangement should be made to save our citizens from the 
inconvenience of special applications, and at the same time 
to accomplish the object on the most effective and econ­
omical plan. We are apt to think that such as are unwill­
ing to turn a deaf ear to these applications, will find it to 
be their cheapest course to become subscribers to the Church 
Building Society. The constitution is well framed, so as 
to enable it to render its operations perpetual. t e
want of such aid, take the facts stated at the meeting as 
proof: In the state of Missouri there is but one Church ; in 
Illinois but one completed-, and in Indiana none. On the 
other hand, it is well known that there are many places 
where missionaries are labouring, and desirous of means to 
erect Churches; and many other places, inhabited in part
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by Episcopalians, which are every year lost to the Church, 
for want of churches and missionaries. In one town in 
Illinois, which has been in existence only five .or six years, 
the collections in the Presbyterian and Baptist Churches, 
on three successive Sundays, for missionary and other pur­
poses, amounted to $2,500. So may it be with our Church­
es, five or six years hence, if we can found them!—Church­
man.
general conference.
Book Concern__ The report of the standing committee
on this subject proposed some alterations in the affairs of the 
Concern, which have been concurred in by the conference. 
Instead of three editors in New Y’ork there are to be hut 
two—that is, one editor and one assistant, who are to edit 
all the publications of that Concern, including the Chris­
tian Advocate and Journal, the Magazine and Review, and 
the books generally. The Book Concern at Ciucinnatti is 
to be enlarged, the agents having liberty to procure ground 
and erect a building suitable for a book room, printing of­
fice, and bindery, and prepare for more extensive and * ffi- 
cient operations as they can secure funds to er Me them.— 
This Concern is to have oiie editor, and one assistant edi­
tor, to attend to the Western Christian Advocate, and all 
other editorial duties. The financial business of the Con­
cern will be committed to one agent and one assistant ageut 
with the advice of a book committee of seven. The 
branch of the book Concern at New Orleans, in conse­
quence of the recent loss at New Y'ork, has been discontin­
ued.
New Periodicals__ There are to be weekly papers, simi­
lar to the Advocate published at the following places: 
Nashville, Charleston, and Richmond, provided, that no 
such paper shall be commenced until 3000 subscr ibers, or 
$6000, shall have been, secured. These periodicals are to 
be published by committees appointed by the conferences 
where they are established ; and he provided with editors 
by the General conference, except the one at Richmond, 
whose editor is to be appointed by the Virginia confer­
ence.
Elections..—On Tuesday, 24th of May, the General 
conference went into the election of the officers for which 
it had provided, which resulted as follows : Beverly Waugb, 
of the New York conference; Wilber Fisk, of the New 
England conference; and Tho. A. Morris, of the Ohio 
conference, were elected to the office of general superin- 
t n lent."-. To the offic. o' corresponding sec.etary of the 
Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 
Nathan Bangs, of New York conference. Editor of the 
Christian Advocate and Journal, and all other publications 
of Concern at New York, Samuel Lucky, of the General 
conference ; assistant editor, J. A. Collins, of the Baltimore 
conference. Principal book agent at New Y'ork, Thomas 
Mason ; assistant, George Lane, of the Oneida conference. 
Editor of the Western Christian Advocate, and the books 
at Cincinnati, Charles Elliot, of the Pittsburgh confer­
ence ; assistant editor, Wm. Philips, of the Kentucky 
conference. Principal book agent at Cincinnati, J. F. 
Wright, assistant, Leroy Sworrastedt, of the Ohio confer­
ence.
Ordinations.—Brothers B. Waugh, and T. A Morris 
were ordained bishops on Friday, the 27th of May, after a 
sermon preached on the occasion by Bishop Hedding. The 
ordination of Dr. Fisk has been provided for, as soon as he 
shall havereturned to America, and signified his accceptance 
of the appointment.
Conference papers__ A resolution has passed the General
conference respectfully requesting our brethren to establish 
no more conference papers, and recommending the discon­
tinuance of those already established, when it can be done 
consistently with existing obligations.
The next General conference is to he held in Che city of 
Baltimore.
On Friday, the 27tli, the conference elected Dr. Capers 
editor of the proposed paper at Charleston ; and llev. 
Thos. Stringfieid, of Iloiston conference, editor at Nash­
ville.— JFesff Advo.
Holland.—We learn from the Archives du Christianlsme 
that a very decided religious movement is showing itself 
more and more in Holland. The authorities, civil and ec­
clesiastical, are vigorously opposing those who separate 
from the established chureh. Their petitions to the King 
requesting liberty of worship, have been rejected. The 
Synod has pronounced its censures, and tlie government 
has employed armed foice. The dissenters declare that 
they do not separate from the Reformed Church ; that, on 
the contrary, they return to it, by leaving a Church which 
has forsaken the vital truths of Christianity.—Bost. Rec
SUMMARY.
Wisconsin Territory.—The following appointment of of­
ficers for the newly erected Teiritory of Wisconsin, have 
been confirmed by the Senate, viz: — Henry Dodge, Gov­
ernor; John S. Horner, Secretary ; Charles Dunn, Chief 
Justice; William C. Frazier, Associate Judge; W. W. 
Chapman, Attorney; and Francis Gehon, Marshal.— Co­
lumbus Gazette.
Naval Academy.—The committee on naval affairs in 
Congress, have reported in favor of a naval academy for 
the education of youth for this service. Several small ves­
sels are to be connected with this institution, for the pur­
pose of giving the pupils practical lessons in navigation— 
Cincinnati Journal.
From the New Orleans Bee, of May 23.
Texas. —In the schooner Flora, just arrived yesterday, 
came passenger General Samuel Houston, Commander-in- 
chief of the Texas army, for the purpose of obtaining 
medical advice, being badly wounded. By him we have 
| the official confirmation of the battle of the 21st ult., and 
. the capture of Saata Anna. Former accounts are substan- 
I tially correct. Santa Anna was at Velasco under a strong 
guard. The army was left under command of Rusk, Se­
cretary of War, who had been elected by the army Brigadier 
j General. The Texian force had accumulated since the 
battle to 1800; and had advanced to and were crossing tho 
Brazos, flushed with victory.
The Mexican Army, under Sessma, and others, bad all 
concentrated, and amounted to 2500 men, the remnant of 
7000, who entered Texas. They were crossing the Colsr- 
ado by rafts and swimming, and were in the utmost confu­
sion. Those who escaped the battle of the 21st, reported 
that it had been fought by 500 Texians. Col. Burleson 
was close to the enemy with 200 cavalry, and they were 
retreating before him. 250 Mexicans surrendered, after 
burying a piece of cannon, to two officers and fifty Texi­
an soldiers. All was panic and confusion in the Mexican 
army. Sant* Anna had offered an armistice, which had 
been refused ; he had made further offers to acknowledge 
the independence of Texas, making the Rio Grande the 
boundary line, and remaining a hostage until the Govern­
ment of the United States, should consent to guarantee the 
treaty; and it should be approved by the Mexican Senate. 
Texas was considered safe, and the war ended; and the 
Mexican army would probably be totally destroyed. Gen­
eral Houston had a can? presented him by Santa Anna; 
and also his saddle__ Onio State Journal.
By the ship Charlemagne, from Havre, French papers 
to the 8ih ult. have been received at New York ; out they 
contain no additional news of importance.—The arrange­
ments for the formation of the new Cabinets have been 
completed, both in Portugal and in Spain—the Duke of 
1 erceira having been placed at the head of the former, and 
M. Mendizabal retaining the Premiership of the latter.— 
It was stated in letters from Athens, that a serious insur­
rection had broken out in Acamania, and that King Otho 
was about to assume the Greek costume. He expected to 
proceed on a visit to Germany on or about the 8th of May. 
— Ohio State Journal.
On the first and 2nd of May, a violent gale was expe-. 
rienced on the English coast, and the streets ol London 
were covered with an inundation of the Thames.
The emigrations from Great Britain to America, are 
likely to he greater than ever this season. One of the 
London papers estimates that they wih by more numerous 
than usual by two-thirds. The emigrations horn France 
to Algiers continue. A vessel recently sailed from Nantes 
with 'thirty-two farmers and their families, from the de­
partment of the Sartlie. A large number of German em- 
i'rrants had arrived at Bremen, with a view of embarking 
for America, but were thrown into much embarrassment 
by an extraordinary rise in the passage money, which from 
22 or 25 dollars for a berth between decks, has been in­
creased to 35 or 40.
Emigration—During the month of May there hate ar­
rived at the Quarantine, Staten Island, fifteen thousand 
eight hundred and twenty-five passengers.-— Christian Intelli­
gencer.
The weather, both in England and on the continent, has 
been very severe during the winter, and the spring has 
opened as with us cold and cheerless.
The fall of snow in Italy has, during the late winter, 
been unexampled. As lately as the middle of March, the 





Calm is the hallowed hour !
And calm the sacred joy our spirits knou,
When we approach to that Eternal Power,
Before whose footstool thus we love to
1 bX:±,d w x —
His worship sacred, and In* service free’
His mercy boundless, and his lovt untold.
Then earth, how vain thy toys!
How short and momentary all thy bliss!
How frail, how transient, all thy boasted joys!
How sad thy happiest hours compared with this !
Saviour of sinners, hear !
Beam on our souls with thy divinest light;
Implant within our hearts thy holy fear,
And guide our loitering, wandering footsteps right.
MORNING, 
ar james e. pkrcival.
’Tis dawn—
Tha rq^y light is breaking;
To song the birds are waking;
And starry beads are shaking 
Along the grassy lawn.
’Tis noon—
Blue rise the hills before me;
Pure swells the azure o’er me;
And radiant blossoms pour me 
The balmy breath of June.
’Tis even—
Gay clouds, like curtains, lie
Athwart the golden sky;
The wind goes whispering by,
Like soothing voice from heaven.
’Tis night—
The world how hushed and still!
Dim towers the shadowy hill;
Earth’s guardian spirits fill
Their urns with holy light.
[Boston Recorder.
JUVENILE.
Mother, but think that I am happy there, and 
that thou ere long wilt join me. Pray for me, 
Motherl lam—going—going! Kiss me, now 
—dear, dear, Mother—larewell! I go to Jesus,
to heaven—fare------. The disenthralled spirit
soared to the God she had loved and obeyed— 
to that heaven she so long had hoped to dwell 
in.— Youth's Magazine.
THE HAPPY FAMILY.
Addressed to my dear children, in my severity-third year
when in declining health, and my sight nearly lost.
With girls and boys, a baker’s dozen,
With many a friend, and many a cousin,
The happy father sees them all 
Attentive to his slightest call;
Their time, their talents, and their skill,
Are guarded by his sovereign will,
And e’en their wishes take their measure,
From what they think the patriarch’s pleasure,
“How does he rule them, by what arts?”
He knows the way to touch their hearts.
R. C. Edgeworth
T EMPEBANCE.
civil institutions. Let our small pauper and 
non-producing classes high, or low, say and 
think as they may,it is as certain that the peo­
ple of the United States will be temperate as it 
is that they will be successful in their industry, 
self-governed, self-respecting, and happj. — 
American Temperance Intelligencer.
THE LATE PRINCESS CHARLOTTE.
These all died in faith, not having receiving the prom­
ises but having seen them afar off were persuaded of them 
and embraced them and confessed that they were pilgrims 
and strangers on the earth__ Heb. xi. 13.
A clergyman having occasion to wait on the 
late Princess Charlotte, was thus addressed by 
her,—“Sir, I understand you are a clergyman.” 
“Yes, Madam.” “Ot the Church of England?” 
“Yes.” “Permit me to ask vour opinion, Sir, 
what is it that makes a death-bed easy?” Mr.
W------ was startled at so serious a question from
a young and blooming female of so high a rank, 
and modestly expressed his surprise that she 
should consult him, when she had access to 
many much more capable of answering the in­
quiry. She replied, that she had proposed it 
to many and wished to collect various opinions
on this important subject. Mr. W------ then felt
it his duty to be explicit, and affectionately 
recommended to her the study of the Scriptures 
which as he stated uniformly represent faith in 
the Lord Jesus Christ as. the only means to 
make a death-bed easy. “Ah!” said she, burst­
ing into tears,“that is what my grandfather often 
told me: but then he used to add, that besides 
reading the Bible, I must pray for the Holy j 
Spirit to understand the meaning.”
Charlotte was daughter of George IV., and 
heiress to the throne of Great Britain and Ire­
land; was born in 1795, and died Nov. 6, 1817, 
aged 22. She was married to Leopold, Prince 
of Saxe Coburg, and her untimely death, in con­
nection with that of her infant child, clothed 
the nation in mourning, changed the succession 
of the throne and drew forth, among other able 
Funeral discourses, one by the Rev. Robert Hall 
which is a master-piece of eloquence, probably 
never equalled on any similar occasion.
When informed of the death ol her child a 
little before her own,she said,“1 feel it as a moth­
er naturally should,”—adding, “It is the wi 
God! praise to him in all things!” Mr. Hall
IMPORTANT DECISION.
A decision has been recently made by the 
court of common pleas for Clermont county, 
Ohio, in regard to the application of the law 
respecting tavern licenses, which to us appears 
to take right ground, and will, we are confident 
be approved by the friends of morality and re­
ligion wherever it is known.
Upon application being made for the renew­
al of tavern licenses, remonstrances were pre­
sented against it by a number of respectable 
citizens, on the ground that the applicants were 
improper persons—that they had sold liquor 
to the intemperate—had sold on the Sabbath 
day—and permitted gaming, rioting, and drunk­
enness on their premises. The court, consider­
ing the subject a very important one, had it un­
der advisement two days. The decision was 
given by Judge Price. We have gathered the 
particulars of the case from the Journal and 
Luminary and from that paper extract the fol­
lowing, as the substance of the closing part of 
the decision:
“This court therefore determine, that in fu­
ture they will grant a license to no man, who 
under cover of it, seeks only to keep a dram­
shop, and to protect himself from indictment— 
or who is proved to have had on his premises, 
drunkenness, rioting, gambling, breaches of the 
peace, or ministered to the appetites of the in­
temperate, or who has permitted profanity, 
gross indecency or the violation of the Sabbath, 
by selling ardent spirits except in the case ex­
cepted by the statute. And the court are of
TEMPERANCE SOCIETY.
A Temperance Society in Hingham, has re­
cently make a movement which strikes us as 
worthy of notice. A committee ot thirty two 
gentlemen has been chosen to obtain new sig­
natures to the temperance pledge; each person 
is supplied with a copy of the Constitution, and 
they are to hold their office for the term of one 
year. We are not aware that a similar mea­
sure has ever been adopted by temperance so­
cieties in these parts. They are usually the off­
spring of an impulse, and whatever is accom­
plished is the work of a day. There is need of 
general and continued activity. Thousands of 
new names might be added to the list of reform­
ed inebriates, and the names of thousands of 
young men, yet unpledged to the cause, might 
be enrolled among the friends ol temperance. 
This is now the proper and only work of temper­
ance Societies, and in no way can it be so tho­
roughly effected; as by the individual exertions 
of temperance men. We recommend the ex­
ample of the Hingham Society, to the attention 
of similar associations in this country.— [^Ded­
ham Patriot.]
The oldest Republics of the world are there in one 
town, as some proud Eagle, in her sky-built eyrie. c 
waves of despotism have for ages beat against this roc u 
have never over-topped its summit. The invading armies 
f Romagna, the Hun, the Austrian, and the Frank, iav® 
never clambered up its sides.” Even the “ thunderer ot 
the Earth,” as the French once styled the last man-con­
queror of theirs, who by the noise and confusion be made 
well deserved the name, hurled no bolts of wrath against 
this little Republic, nestling in the very heart of his 
achievements. Even when flushed with triumphs, and 
seizing every tiling for himself and France, with his own 
hand, he complimented the little miracle of a government, 
and promised it an increase of territory, which the people 
had the " isdom to refuse, with thanks for the offer, hut 
with the avowal that they had no ambition to aggrandize
their territory, and thus to compromise their liberties---
Even despots then, and the subjects of despots respected a 
government thus consecrated by age, and the interest of an 
American is redoubled, upon seeing this little facsimile of 
his own far-off land; upon feeling, as it were, the pulse of 
a people, whose sympathies are in unison with his. The 
little heart that is heating here upon the rock of San Mari­
no is in the new world, sending the life-blood through ten 
thousand mighty veins, and flushing with its health the 
broad spread surface of a country that reaches from the sea 
wrought battlements of the Bay of Fundy to the sands of 
Mexico.—and though the hope is wild, it will spring up 
that the humble work of the honest Dalmatian mason who 
flying from persecution, founded his city upon the litan s 
mount, may become what the like government was that 
arose on the Palatine Hill, and stretched at last from Sco­
tia to the Euphrates, or like that nobler empire of those
wandering pilgrims who first landed on the rock of Ply­
mouth. Italy would thrice save the world, and thrice re­
deem it from its indifference, if but the principles and the 
purity ot Marino’s Republic could extend from the frozen 
needles of the Alps to the blazing mouths of Vesuvius— 
Christian Mirror.
APT METAPHOR.
It tvas most providential, that at the outset of 
this greater enterprise, there prevailed that 
blindness to the future,which you here describe. 
If then, as now, mankind had perceived the ne­
cessity of an integral pledge, and commenced 
upon that principle, it may well be doubted, if 
the temperance cause would have progressed at 
all. That exultation, to which you refer was 
the natural effect of that success, which crown­
ed the early efforts of its friends. Your “niis- 
givings'hvere perfectlynatural. It was soon per- 
ceived;that,as the proposed pledge was not mere­
ly the abolition of one kind of liquor; but of the 
evils of intemperance, the means must be coex­
tensive with the end proposed. Suffer me to 
carry forward your nautical allegory; This shout­
ing and clapping of hands arose from the great 
joy of the sailors; at having gotten clear of Scyl- 
la; but it was of short duration, for, soon after, 
some shrewd fellows,on the look out to leeward 
shouted at the top of their lungs, “we are drift- 
ng rapidily upon Charybdis.” Orders were 
immediately given to haul aft and belay, set 
studding-sails and sky-scrapers,and keep her as
opinion in the cases before them, that evidence near the wind as she would go, to clear the 
■ .. .. rocks. The good ship did her duty, but, lay­
ing down under such a press of canvass, she 
shipped a sea now and then, and those, who had 
no relish for cold water, that came aboard, went 
below to cheer up their spirits with a little wine 
ale, and cider. Presently they complained of 
sea-sickness, and that their comrades were go­
ing too fast and too far. But they knew better, 
and kept on their way rejoicing, offering the 
disaffected the long boat and their prayers, to­
gether with all tile liquor in the ship.—L. M. 
Sargeant.
clearly proves the applicants to have been neg­
ligent in these particulars, and they do there­
fore refuse to renew their licenses to keep tav­
erns.”
It is with sincere pleasure that we record 
this decision. Let the principles upon which it 
is based, prevail universally in our courts and 
councils and the traveler need not fear to en­
ter a house of entertainment lest his eyes and 
ears should be shocked with drunkenness,oaths 
and obscenity.— Western Christian Advocate.
TEMPERANCE IN THE RIGHT HANDS. 
Nine-tenths of the people of the United States 
are, and it is to be hoped will always be, those 
who do something fora living; a great major­
ity are engaged in profitable and productive in­
dustry. Our paupers and pauper-makers are 
not yet as numerous compared with the whole 
population as we find in many countries. Some 
writers on political economy include in the class 
of paupers all those in whatever splendor they 
may live, or however profuse their expenditure, 
who do nothing to add by profitable industry to 
the common stock. According to this rule, all 
of1 those among us who devote their time to the
manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors, 
mentions as traits of her character, “that she may be called paupers; for they do nothing to 
visited the abodes of the poor, and learned to promote general good: such is the nature of their
weep with those that wept; that surrounded 
with the fascinations of pleasure, she was not 
inebriated by its charms; that she resisted the 
strongest temptations to pride, preserved her 
ears open to truth, was impatient of the voice of 
flattery; in a word, that she souglrt and cher­
ished the inspirations of piety, and walked hum­
bly tuith God. This is the fruit which survives 
when the flower withers—the only ornaments 
and treasures we can carry into eternity.
“Great God,thy sovereign grace impart 
With cleansing, healing power,
This only can prepare the heart 
For Death’s surprising hour.’’
Youth's Companion.
THE DYING GIRL.
occupation, that the greater their industry and 
success, the more mischievous and deplorable 
their influence is felt to be.
But deducting all these, and the few others 
among us,who by inheritance from their fathers, 
by success in business or by other means, are 
above the necessity and without the disposition 
to engage in profitable industry; still an im 
inense majority are in the strict sense of the 
word, workingmen. They are farmers; manu 
factbrers, merchants, seamen. Now it happens 
that these were the very first to perceive the 
cash value of temperance principles. Large 
manufacturing establishments are in many cases 
nurseries of temperance. The proprietors and 
their agents clearly perceive that even moder­
ate drinking on the part of the laborers is fatal
Twas at the close of a bright autumnal day, to their profits. It is the same spirit of intelli- 
that sweetest, yet saddest season of the year, a gent business enterprize that has in the short 
lone mether wa3 weeping over the couch of her ; space of seven years, nearly banished strong 
dying child. The last rays of the setting sun I drink from our mercantile marine. Skilful and 
shone bright and joyous across the little apart- ; thirfty farmers all over the.country, founders 
ment, and gleamed with mellow lustre on the 1 of new settlements in the west and almost all 
pale face of the beauteous invalid, upon whose ; who are profitably engaged in conducting great 
brow and lip death had stamped his signet.— j enterprizes of industry, now make it a condition 
The whispering breeza stole gently through the with persons in their employment, that there 
open casement, bearing upon its wings the odor shall be no strong drink upon the premises.”'
of a thousand wild flowers: sportively playin" 
with the many fragrant blossoms which the kind 
band of an affectionate mother had placed in 
the little window to soothe and comfort herde­
parting child. As it fanned the fevered brow 
of the love ly one, a sweet smile played across 
her placid features. “Mother, dear mother !” 
In an instant she was by her side. “Ah! the 
calm evening breeze has revived me. Come 
nearer—nearer to me.” One look told that sad
mother it was vain to hope for life longer__
“Take my hand, Mother: now press thy cheek 
to mine. Do not, do not weep, Mother—I am 
better, I am well now. I will soon be happy 
-—I am going to Jesus, Mother. Dear Mother 
w >y dost thou still weep,—wouldst thou wish 
°, VlP J?6 b^e? I do not fear to die—I am 
no a rai o death; 1 feei that Jesus will re-
ss&X'.lr'4, }'va!
such sweet tones of music^i?^™’ 1?ear^ 
holy. There were flowers that nr ant
brooks and rivers of living water LY Zetland 
was never dry. There were thousands^COUrs.e 
dressed in white. One approached me Lmh 
spotless robe, and told me that was mine, j 
saw my name written in the book of everlasting 
life. Oh! I was happy there. Mother, I long 
to go to that heaven. Thou wilt be lonesome ;
And this is done simply as a matter ol business, 
because, otherwise there must be bad economy 
and meagre profits
An intelligent gentleman from a neighboring 
slate recently remarked, that in his state tem­
perance could never retrograde, because indis- 
pensible to the success of business; already by 
far the greater amount is done by tempeiance 
men. All establishments conducted on the plan 
of total abstinence from intoxicating drinks, na­
turally and necessarily tend to inurease, while 
those on the opposite plan, as unavoidablj' dwin­
dle and at length come to naught. So with 
farms. So with all other establishments for bu­
siness. While drink was nearly or quite uni­
versal, the state of things was very different.— 
Then temperance and anti-temperance labor 
were not competing in the same market. The 
competition was between work injured a little 
more or a little less by the intemperance of the 
workmen. But now a large majority of our pro­
ducers of valuable commodities, see it to be es­
sential to their own interests to banish strong 
liquors, the effort to compete with them on the 
part of moderate, or immoderate consumers of 
strong drink, must be hopeless. For this rea­
son we say, the temperance cause is now in safe 
hands, its progress cannot be arrested, except 
y such « catastrophe as should derange our
“Next morning I took a walk through the town, and in 
the country in its vicinity. The air, as it generally is af­
ter such visitations, was delightfully fresh and pleasant, but 
the earth was covered with aiB ieting proofs of the tremen­
dous power of the storm. Superb trees through the trunks 
of which, if scooped out, a coach might easily pass were 
torn up by the roots, and their gigantic branches shivered 
nto splinters-while others were indeed standing, but 
scathed and blackened from the effects of the lightning, 
and entirely stripped of their verdant foliage Fragments 
and roofs of huts, many of them yet smouIder,ng, were 
scattered in every direction; and here and there the dead 
body of a bird or beast, which had perished the preceding
night, might be met with. , .
“The destitute inhabitants of Bali came to Coulp the 
day after their town had been reduced to ashes, to tell their 
simple tale of distress, and to solicit the assistance ot their 
more favoured neighbours. I was pleased to see their sto ■ 
ry listened to with tears, and their sorrowful condition 
meliorated, witli a benevolence and zeal wiiich effectual y 
covered the bad qualities of the people of Coulp, and made 
one forget for a moment that they possessed any.—In 3 
conversation with one of tha sufferers in the ill fated town,
I learned that several mothers had perished in the flames 
while in the act of escaping from them with their tender 
off-spring slung to their backs—and it was supposed that 
many of the male sex had shared the like calamity, as they 
were missing, and no intelligence whatever had transpired 
respecting them. One individual bowed down with years 
had snatched up in his arms a little hoy who was crossing 
his path, screaming with terror—but just as he had reached 
the outskirts of the burning town, and was congratulating 
himself on his good fortune in having preserved his own 
and the child’s life so unexpectedly, a moving mass ot fire, 
whirled by the wind, suddenly fell upon him, and both he 
and his charge scorched to death in sight of their sorrow­
ing relatives.” See Records of Captain CJappcrton s Last 
Expedition to Africa. By Richard Lander. Vol. i. pp. 
186—192.
ORIGIN OF THE ENGLISH SLAVE TRADE.
Mr. Gold win in his .Lectures on Slavery, recently pub­
lished, gives the following facts in relation to this horrid 
traffic, and the manner in which it was first introduced into 
the English colonies.
“Captain, afterwards Sir John Hawkins, was the first 
Englishman who disgraced himself and his country by en­
gaging in this nefarious traffic. Conceiving that it would 
be a profitable speculation, he obtained the assistance of 
some wealthy persons in London; and in 1562, having fit­
ted out three ships, and sailed to the coast of Africa, he fell 
on the defenceless Negroes sword in hand, burned and 
plundered their towns, and, seizing on 300, sailed with them 
to Hispaniola; sold them; and with other articles of mer­
chandize, the price of blood, arrived in England. He 
was afterwards appointed to one of the Queen’s ships, to 
proceed on the same adventure. But Elizabeth appears to 
have been deceived ; “for,” says Hill, the naval historian 
quoted by Clarkson, having questioned Hawkins, “she ex­
pressed her concern lest any of the Africans should be car­
ried off without their free consent, in which case she declar­
ed that ‘it would he detestable, and call down the venge-
It is growing a common practice in the neigh­
boring town to put in force the law which au­
thorizes a justice of the peace to commit com­
mon dunkards to the House of Correction, to be 
kept at labor either within the walls of the build­
ing, or its vicinity, under the direction of the 
overseers of the house. A majority of the in­
mates of the prison in this town during the past 
year, have been sent here on this process; five 
were sent here at once from the town of Lever- 
ett alone. In many instances a salutary effect 
is believed to have been produced; and a case 
of this sort which has just come to our know­
ledge is perhaps worth detailing.
A man residing in a neighboring town was 
recently complained against by his neighbors as 
a common drunkard. It was shown that be was 
in the constant habit of getting drunk on cider 
and abusing his family, and he was accordingly 
sentenced to the House of Correction for twen­
ty days. During this period his services as a 
day laborer were hired out in this village, and 
having no access to the means of intoxication 
he worked steadily and faithfully. The term of 
of his punishment expired a few days since and 
after deducting the cost of his maintainance, he 
received as the balance due for his labor for that 
period, seven dollars—a larger sum than he had 
had, in his possession at once for a long time 
previous. He seemed deeply sensible of his 
past folly, determined never again to renew his 
former habits, and grateful even for the legal 
restraint which had given him an opportunity 
for reflection and repentance.—Franklin Mer­
cury.
WHAT LITTLE ALFRED DON T LIKE.
“Here, Alfred take that jug to the store, and
bring some molasses.” “Mother, I don’t like to 
carry that jug.” “Why not?” “Because it is 
so heavy.” “But you need only get a pint—it 
will not be heavy.” “Well, 1 don’t want to car­
ry it.” “Why?” “Because, mother, I am afraid 




Those who have read the “Manual of Peace,” will re­
collect a description (p. 205) of a little Republic of this 
name, in Italy, which lias existed for 1300 years. During 
this time Italy has been traversed by ‘mighty armies and 
covered with blood; crowns have been rent, dynasties have 
crumbled, and republics proud in their military strength, 
have been swept from the face of the earth ; while the lit­
tle republic of San Marino, which, relatively considered, 
has ever been utterly defenceless, lias remained unassaulted 
and safe.’ Prof. Upham attributes its safely—and we
doubt not justly—to its acting upon pacific principles---
Mr. Brooks, whose Letters from Europe are published in 
the Portland advertiser, thus apostrophises this little com­
munity, as the summit, on which its capital stands, met his 
sight:
“Not far from Rimini, upon a high and steep hill, among 
savage rocks, overlooking the despotism and slavery of men 
all around—there firmly and proudly enthroned sits a lit 
tie republic of an age of thirteen buhdred years—one of 
the oldest, if not the oldest governments of the world, but 
alas! “the last of the Romans,”—the last of those glo­
rious republics that once dotted and sparkled upon all the 
Italian plains! Liberty, that inspiring word, when no 
longer heard in the Roman Forum, and no longer fought 
lor on the isles of Venice, when the very whisper of it was 
death upon the banks of the Arno, even then found a ref 
uge in the forbidding clifts that overlook the Adriatic 
and was proudly blazoned upon the portals of Sail Mari 
no.
Effects of Music.—Chateaubriand, relates a humorous 
instance of the effects of this delightful art. He had heeti 
driven by stress of weather into Graeioza, one of the Azore 
Islands, seldom visited by strangers. Here was a small 
convent, inhabited by monks, who appeared to be remarka­
bly simple in their habits and feelings,Chateaubriand,and a 
young English friend who accompanied him, soon became 
familiar with these monks, who took great pains to render 
their stay among them agreeable. One day they were in­
vited to pay them a visit to the chapel, whither they repair­
ed, preceded by a whole regiment of monks. On enter­
ing, the monks, with an air of great mystery, pointed out 
a small organ to the notice of their visiters, evidently sup­
posing they had never seen any thing of the kind before. 
Perceiving what was expected of them, Chateaubriand and 
his friend of course, looked as wonder-struck as possible. 
After the good fathers had enjoyed their surprise for a few 
moments, one of them who was the organist approached 
the organ with a ludicrous importance, and commenced 
playing a sort of chant, that sounded more like the tink­
ling of cow hells, than any tiling musical. AV. the while 
the monks continued gazing on their visiters, in order to 
observe in their countenances, the effects of what they pro-
anee of Heaven upon the undertakers.’ ” It seems, then, I bably considered something altogether new to them. Af- 
that it was represented to the government at borne that it , ter the organ had ceased, the Englishman approached it,
was as laborers taken away voluntarily, that they were 
transported to the Spanish colonies and not ns slaves.
It appears also from Labat, a Roman missionary, that in 
order to induce Louis XIII., to sanction the practice of 
slavery in his colonies, he was persuaded that it was for 
the good of the Negroes’ souls and the glory of God, this
being the only way of converting them to Christianity__
Deceived by this hypocritical representation, the rnonareh 
gave his consent.
Having thus commenced, this shameful traffic proceeded ! 
and gathered strength day by day. As British settlements 
were formed in theWest India islands, during the reign of 
the two Charless, the colonists commenced plantations 
and stocked them with slaves. The Buccaneers enriched 
these settlements with their spoils, and accustomed as they 
were to deeds of blood, to cruelty and rapine, the enslaving 
of their fellow-creatures, would shock nt feeling ot their 
minds. Mr. Edwards says, that from 1700 to 1786 the 
number imported into Jamaica was 610,000! “I say this,’ 
he observes, “on sufficient evidence, having in my posses­
sion lists of all the entries.” “The total import into all 
the British colonies from 1680 to 1786, may he put at 2,- 
130,000.” In 1771, which he considers the most flourish­
ing period of the trade, there sailed from England to the 
coast of Africa o. e hundred and ninety-two ships, piovided 
for the importation of 47,146 Negroes. “And now,” he 
observes’ (1793,) “the whole number annually exported 
from Africa by all the European powers is 74,000, of 
which 38,000 are imported by the British. In this abom­
inable traffic in human beings, Britain did not take the 
lead, but, having once embarked in it, she threw into it 
her accustomed energy, and soon surpassed all the rest.
Thus we see that Mammon, at whose shrine the original 
natives of the West India islands were sacrificed by thou­
sands and tens of thousands, was the cruel deity by whose 
inspirations Negro slavery was commenced; fraud and hy- 
procrisy pleaded his cause, while treachery and violence 
were the agents he employed. Unprincipled adventurers, 
for the love of gain, embarked in this unholy enterprise; 
governments imposed on, or not aware of the enormities of 
the system, first tolerated and then encouraged it, till long 
custom gave it a kind of sanction ; and this horrid upas, 
blighting and withering all that comes within its pestilen­
tial influence, struck deep root in our colonies: there it 
still flourishes, the black man’s plague, and the white man’s 
curse; and will continue its mischiefs, till it is uprooted by 
human benevolence, or perishes smitten by the vengeance 
of offended Heaven.”
hut was warned back by gestures from the monks,who seem­
ed to fear that be would injure it. He persevered howev­
er, and struck out a few tones, that startled them like an 
electric shock. He then sat down and played one of 
Pleyel’s celebrated pieces, and as the organ poured out its 
full, deep-toned melody, they seemed almost beside them­
selves. They gazed on each other in mute astonishment 
and terror; and the poor chapel organist sunk upon the 
floor, and came near going into convulsions,—Presbyteri­
an.
Another cure for Hydrophobia.-—Mr. Guy Richards 
of St. Andrews, L. C. writes to the editors of the New- 
York Observer, that the following remedy for the bite 
of rabid animals is used in Canada, where such animals are 
more numerous than in any other country, and that persons 
who have used it have never been known to suffer from 
such bites: Mr. Richard’s says—“I am acquainted with 
six persons who were bitten from eight to fifteen years ’of 
age> by dogs that were abundantly proved to be mad, from 
the fact that animals bitten immediataly after, died with 
every symptom of hydrophobia; hut by the use of this 
remedy, are yet in perfect health.’' The recipe is ns fol­
lows;—
CERTAIN CURE FOR HYDROPHOBIA,
“Take three table spoons-fuil of oyster-shell lime, powd­
er it and sift it through a piece of book muslin. To this 
add a sufficiency of egg to give it a consistency something 
like soft dough, fry it in a little fresh butter or olive oil.— 
Let the patient eat this cake in the morning, and abstain 
from food or drink,at least six hours. This dose repeated 
for three mornings in succession, is, in all cases, sufficient.
“As it may be satisfactory to know something of the 
character of the writer, I beg leave to refer you to Charles 
A. Castle, Esq. cashier of the City Bank, Montreal.
Yours, with respect, Guy Richards.
Potatoes.—A report of the Trustees of the Kennebce 
Agricultural Society, published in the Maine Farmer fur­
nishes the following extract:—
Lime has been used by some of our farmers in raising 
potatoes. They find it beneficial, not only to the potatco 
crop, but to the succeeding crops. Its effects arc visible for 
several years. The manner of applying it is, to put a 
1 spoonful in a bill after the potatoes are dropped and cover 
the lime and potatoes together. Not only is the quantity 
of the crop increased, but the quality is improved by it.
tornado in Africa.
“ I be new moon, to catch a glance of which every eye in 
Coulp was on the stretch, was seen on Tuesday, 8th of 
May, (1826) and her first appearance welcomed by a flour­
ish of trumpets from.the inhabitants,” (similar to a Jew­
ish ceremony, I’sa. xxxi.) This concluded the Rhamadan 
fast; and the following day was kept as a holiday for feast­
ing and rejoicing by every individual in the place. (I omit 
the account of the feast.)
“It was now inexpressibly, insufferably hot. Not a sin­
gle zephyr panted upon the motionless trees, and the in­
tensity of tiie sun’s rays threatened to set fire to the tenant- 
less huts of the inhabitants. About five or six o’clock, a 
sultry haze obscured the firmament, which dispersing some 
time afterward, a solemn, fearful calm succeeded, and con­
tinued for an hour or two—the people still enjoying their 
noisy revelry—and loud bursts of merriment resounding 
from every part of the town. We, apprehensive of what 
was to come after, kept our eyes intently fixed on the eas­
tern horizon, and at length espied a small dark cloudslow- 
ly l ising from that quarter of the heavens. Immediately 
alter the appearance of this object, faint flashes of lightning 
and distant peals of thunder following in rapid succession, 
convinced us that a tornado was approaching. The peo­
ple at last understanding these symptoms, all was hurry, 
bustle, and confusion in a moment—the music and dancing 
suddenly ceased—the drunken became sober ; a deep, wild, 
thrilling cry was raised by the women, and answered by 
screams of affright from the children and young persons. 
Meanwhile the peals of thunder became infinitely louder 
and more appalling; and the lightning more intensely vi­
vid than before—the clouds in the east gradually rolling 
toward the zenith in dense and heavier masses—a large por­
tion ot the heavens was presently clothed in almost mid 
night darkness, when the western horizon suddenly opened 
and a sea ot liquid fire streaming from that direction added 
a sterner and yet more dreadful grandeur to the firmament 
exposing by its yellowish glare all the horrors and black­
ness of the scene. The sable curtain overhung our heads 
was rent asunder shortly after, with a frightful explosion 
causing the earth to shake and tremble, as if the Almighty 
had set his foot upon the world, and reproached the people 
for their wickedness-while the shuddering war cry, and 
the tumult and wailing of the multitude mingling with 
the hollow blasts of the tempest, produced on us an°inde- 
scribable effect, and awoke in me an exalted, hut painful 
and tremulous emotion of soul, that had nearly overpowered 
me.
“To increase the consternation that was depicted on eve­
ry countenance, the town of Falti, containing 1,100 lious 
es, and situated about half a mile from Coulp, was set on 
fire by the lightning; and the piercing cries of its terrified 
inhabitants floating dismally into the latter town, were re 
echoed by the thousands of human voices, which produced 
a concert of melancholy sounds that caused even the do 
mestic animals to shrink with fear.
“The hurricane and rain at length ceased, Ue noise of 
the people was hushed into silence ; and the tempestuous 
.elements sunk from horrid sublimity into their previous 
state of awful repose. I have witnessed many tor. adn-Hn 
other parts of the globe,— 7 tornaooe* in
‘But neverJill that night, never till then 
Did go thro a tempest dropping fire.’
Sword Manufactory—The only establishment of this 
sort in the United States, as we understand, is the Ames’s 
at Cabotville, in Springfield, Massachusetts, wberefell tbs 
swerds of the army and navy are now made, as well as ma­
ny which are sent into Texas, Mexico, and South America. 
The business has so increased within a few years as to em­
ploy 60 hands instead of 8; which they began with._
We never had a sword manufactory in the United States, 
except formerly one at Middletown. Within a fair years 
they were all imported.—■«/. o/- Commerce.
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